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Abstract. We study sourcing in a supply chain with three levels: a manufacturer, tier 1
suppliers, and tier 2 suppliers prone to disruption from, e.g., natural disasters such as
earthquakes or floods. The manufacturer may not directly dictate which tier 2 suppliers
are used but may influence the sourcing decisions of tier 1 suppliers via contract param-
eters. The manufacturer’s optimal strategy depends critically on the degree of overlap in
the supply chain: if tier 1 suppliers share tier 2 suppliers, resulting in a “diamond-shaped”
supply chain, themanufacturer relies less on direct mitigation (procuring excess inventory
and multisourcing in tier 1) and more on indirect mitigation (inducing tier 1 suppliers to
mitigate disruption risk). We also show that while the manufacturer always prefers less
overlap, tier 1 suppliers may prefer a more overlapped supply chain and hence may strate-
gically choose to form a diamond-shaped supply chain. This preference conflict worsens
as the manufacturer’s profit margin increases, as disruptions become more severe, and as
unreliable tier 2 suppliers become more heterogeneous in their probability of disruption;
however, penalty contracts—in which the manufacturer penalizes tier 1 suppliers for a
failure to deliver ordered units—alleviate this coordination problem.

History: Accepted by Yossi Aviv, operations management.
Supplemental Material: The supplemental appendix is available at https://doi.org/10.1287/

mnsc.2016.2471.
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1. Introduction
In the wake of the March 11, 2011, Tōhoku earthquake
off the eastern coast of Japan, many companies faced
massive disruptions in their supply chains. Automotive
manufacturers—particularly Toyota—were especially
affected, as a number of key suppliers were located in
the impacted region and were disabled as a result of a
combination of earthquake damage, tsunami damage,
and radiation exposure resulting from themeltdown of
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. In addi-
tion, some automotive suppliers that were not directly
damaged were forced to cease production because of
power shortages that followed in theweeksafter thedis-
aster. The consequences formanufacturerswere severe:
Toyota faced immediate shortages on over 400 parts,
and production capacity was reduced for six months
following the disaster (Tabuchi 2011).
Prior to the disaster, Toyota had primarily concerned

itself with its tier 1 (immediate) suppliers and had left
the management of higher tiers in the supply chain to
its direct partners. In most cases, Toyota did not even
know who its tier 2 suppliers were, much less their
risk profiles or how tier 1 suppliers managed that risk
via, for instance, sourcing decisions or holding safety
stocks. As part of the recovery process, Toyota created
a systematic map of the upper levels of its supply chain

and the disruption management strategies of its tier 1
suppliers for the first time. During this investigation, a
fundamental problem emerged (Greimel 2012, Masui
and Nishi 2012): much to the company’s surprise, Toy-
ota discovered that while it might have attempted to
mitigate disruption risk by multisourcing with tier 1
suppliers, many tier 1 suppliers shared some or all of
their tier 2 suppliers, leading to a significant degree of
correlation in risk for supply coming from tier 1. This
problem manifested itself with a wide variety of tier 2
suppliers, ranging from large firmswith specific exper-
tise, such as Renesas, an automotive semiconductor
manufacturer, to smaller firms with generic capabili-
ties, such as Fujikura, a rubber manufacturer (Masui
and Nishi 2012). The substantial overlap in the upper
levels of the network, which Toyota internally referred
to as a “diamond-shaped” supply chain, clearly called
for the firm to rethink its disruption management and
sourcing decisions.

The findings of Toyota and other major manufac-
turers quickly led firms to realize that a more com-
prehensive disruptionmanagement strategy, extending
beyond a firm’s immediate suppliers and into the entire
supply network, is necessary to build a robust enter-
prise (Greimel 2012, Masui and Nishi 2012, Tucker
2012). Motivated by this example and numerous recent
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Figure 1. Supply Chain Overview
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instances of disruption causedbynatural disasters (e.g.,
flooding in Thailand, as described in Soble 2011), finan-
cial distress of suppliers (e.g., in the automotive sup-
ply chain, as described in Hoffman 2012), or industrial
accidents (e.g., at apparel suppliers in Bangladesh, as
described in Greenhouse 2012), in this paper we con-
sider the issue of optimal sourcing when the disrup-
tion risk originates in the upper levels of a multitier
supply chain. Specifically, we examine a stylizedmodel
in which a downstream manufacturer (such as Toyota)
sources identical critical components from tier 1 suppli-
ers. Those tier 1 suppliers, in turn, source subassemblies
or raw materials from tier 2 suppliers. We assume that
disruption may occur in tier 2, which in turn will cause
a shortage impacting tier 1 and ultimately themanufac-
turer; see Figure 1.
Following the classic supply chain disruption ap-

proach (Tomlin 2006, Aydin et al. 2010), we assume
that tier 2 suppliers have heterogeneous cost and dis-
ruption risk profiles, and hence the choice of tier 2
suppliers is critical in determining the risk profile of
the supply chain. However, unlike the existing disrup-
tion risk literature, in our model the manufacturer can-
not directly dictate that risk profile by choosing tier 2
suppliers. Instead, the manufacturer acts as a sequen-
tial leader, first deciding contract terms with its tier 1
suppliers; those tier 1 suppliers then choose sourcing
quantities from one or more tier 2 suppliers to max-
imize their own expected profits, given the contract
terms offered by the manufacturer. Consequently, the
manufacturer’s contract decisions with its tier 1 suppli-
ers will induce some sourcing arrangement from tier 1
to tier 2, ultimately determining both the probability of
disruption and the correlation of disruption risk for the
tier 1 suppliers. Prompted by Toyota’s findings after
the Tōhoku earthquake, we pay particular attention
to the impact of the supply chain configuration—the
number of tier 2 suppliers and the manner in which
they are connected to tier 1 suppliers—on themanufac-
turer’s optimal risk management strategy, focusing on
three key questions. First (in Sections 3–6), how should
a manufacturer manage disruption risk when both the
probabilities and the correlations in the disruption pro-
file of its immediate suppliers are endogenously deter-
mined by the contracts that the manufacturer offers?
How does the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strat-
egy depend on the configuration of the supply net-
work? Second (in Section 7), if tier 1 suppliers were
capable of choosing the supply chain configuration,

would they choose the optimal configuration from the
manufacturer’s point of view? And third (in Section 8),
if not, does a simple mechanism exist to align those
preferences and coordinate the supply chain?

2. Literature Review
The existing disruption management literature has
extensively explored mitigation strategies employ-
able by a firm—primarily safety stocks and supplier
diversification—to manage the risk of random supply
at its own facilities or from its immediate tier 1 sup-
pliers. Examples include Anupindi and Akella (1993),
Yano and Lee (1995), Elmaghraby (2000), Minner
(2003), Tomlin (2006), Chopra et al. (2007), Dada et al.
(2007), Federgruen and Yang (2008), Tomlin (2009),
Yang et al. (2009), Aydin et al. (2010), Tomlin andWang
(2011), Hu and Kostamis (2014), Wadecki et al. (2012),
and many others. As we consider the issue of endoge-
nous correlation in the supply network, our paper is
particularly related to models with correlated risk and
endogenous risk.

From the former category (correlated risk), Babich
et al. (2007) find that a monopolistic firm might prefer
positively correlated supplier defaults, as this increases
price competition among its suppliers, while Tang and
Kouvelis (2011) show that firms that compete in a
common consumer market and share a supplier base
will earn lower profits when supplier defaults are
highly correlated. Our model differs from these in that,
instead of focusing on the tension between competi-
tion and diversification in a firm’s tier 1 supplier base,
we introduce supply correlation between tier 1 suppli-
ers through their common suppliers in tier 2. In this
case, the firm can use diversification as a strategy to
induce its tier 1 suppliers to source from different tier 2
suppliers.

From the latter category (endogenous risk), Swin-
ney and Netessine (2009) consider how to contract
with a supplier when that supplier’s (financial) default
risk depends on the contract price. Wang et al. (2010)
explore how a firm can invest to improve the reliabil-
ity of its suppliers and how this can be used alongside
dual sourcing as a two-pronged strategy against yield
uncertainty. Babich (2010) considers how financial sub-
sidies can be used to mitigate the risk of supplier
default. Hwang et al. (2014) explore how contracts and
delegation can be employed to induce an immediate
supplier to improve its reliability. In contrast to these
models, in which risk is determined by firm actions
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or financial subsidies, we consider how the choice of
tier 1 and tier 2 suppliers impacts the shape, and sub-
sequently the risk, of the supply network. Bimpikis
et al. (2013) also consider how the endogenous choice
of risky tier 2 suppliers impacts the supply chain; how-
ever, they focus on how nonconvexities of the produc-
tion function affect supply chain risk, whereaswe focus
on how supplier asymmetries and access to different
sets of tier 2 suppliers can influence the optimal sourc-
ing strategy of the downstream manufacturer. To sum-
marize, our model is, to the best of our knowledge,
among the first to explore disruption risk management
in supply chains with more than two tiers and the
first to consider how supplier selection and contract-
ing impacts the shape and disruption risk level of the
supply chain.

3. Model
We analyze a supply chain consisting of three tiers:
tier 0, tier 1, and tier 2. Tier 0 contains a single firm, the
“manufacturer,” which assembles finished goods and
sells to a consumer market. The manufacturer sources
a critical component from tier 1, which consists of
two identical suppliers that provide fully substitutable
products. Each tier 1 supplier, in turn, sources a critical
intermediate component from tier 2. Using an example
from our introduction, the manufacturer in this supply
chain might be Toyota, the tier 1 suppliers might be
manufacturers of automotive air conditioning systems,
and the tier 2 suppliers might be semiconductor man-
ufacturers that provide the electronics used in the air
conditioning units.

3.1. Tier 2
Disruption in the supply chain originates in tier 2.
Following Tomlin (2006) and others, we assume there
are two “classes” of tier 2 suppliers: reliable suppliers
(denoted by the subscript r), which always deliver the
requested quantity, and unreliable suppliers (denoted
by u) that are prone to disruption but are less costly
than reliable suppliers. This may be the case if, for
example, some suppliers are located in an earthquake-
prone region (e.g., Japan) that is close to the down-
stream manufacturing facilities, while other suppliers
are located in more geologically stable but distant
regions, requiring greater transportation costs (e.g.,
North America, Europe). We assume that reliable sup-
pliers have infinite capacity, while unreliable suppliers
have random capacity that follows a two-point disrup-
tion distribution: with probability 1 − λ j , there is no
disruption and effective capacity is infinite, whereas
with probability λ j , a disruption occurs, and produc-
tion capacity is reduced to some finite K ≥ 0 (Yano and
Lee 1995, Aydin et al. 2010). There are atmost two unre-
liable suppliers, labeled j ∈ {1, 2}, and these suppliers
may be heterogeneous in their disruption probability.

Without loss of generality, we assume that λ1 ≤ λ2, i.e.,
unreliable supplier 1 is less likely to experience a dis-
ruption than is supplier 2. Disruptions at the unreliable
suppliers are independent events.

The tier 2 sourcing cost is exogenous (e.g., because
suppliers at this level tend to offer more commoditized
goods, with prices determined by the market), and the
per-unit sourcing cost from a reliable supplier is cr ,
while the sourcing cost from an unreliable supplier
is cu , where cr > cu . Note that we assume that unreli-
able tier 2 suppliers, while potentially heterogeneous
in their disruption probability, have identical sourcing
costs. We make this assumption for two reasons. First,
it is reflective of our motivating example of Toyota’s
supply chain. In this case, the “unreliable” suppliers
are, for themost part, domestic Japanese suppliers who
may face slightly different levels of risk based on their
location within Japan (e.g., suppliers located in the
coastal area of the Tōhoku region may face a different
chance of disruption than suppliers in the interior of
the Kansai region) but, because of intense competition
in the domestic marketplace and similar transportation
costs, sell at similar prices to tier 1. It also includes,
as a special case, identical (but independent) unreli-
able tier 2 suppliers. Second, this assumption enables
tractable analysis of our problem, as simultaneous het-
erogeneity in cost and disruption risk increases the
complexity of the model substantially; in the supple-
mental appendix, we numerically analyze the general
case of heterogeneous risk and cost, and we find that
our key insights continue to hold. Aside from their reli-
ability in delivering production orders and their sourc-
ing cost, the tier 2 suppliers are otherwise identical, i.e.,
they offer products of identical quality that are fully
substitutable, and all tier 2 suppliers have sufficient
capacity to fulfill any downstream order if they are not
disrupted.

3.2. Tier 1
The two suppliers in tier 1, labeled i ∈ {A,B}, after
receiving a contract from the manufacturer (described
below), select which tier 2 suppliers to source from
with the goal of maximizing their expected profit. If
a tier 1 supplier selects a tier 2 supplier that disrupts,
then all parts from that supplier in excess of the dis-
rupted capacity K are lost, and the tier 1 supplier
potentially faces a shortage of components, which may
in turn lead to a failure to deliver product to the man-
ufacturer. We assume that both tier 1 suppliers have
access to one reliable and one unreliable tier 2 sup-
plier. Tier 1 suppliers may choose to single source from
either supplier type or to dual source, with an arbitrary
quantity split between the suppliers.

Motivated by Toyota’s discovery of substantial over-
lap in the upper levels of its supply chain, we assume
that there are two possible supply chain configurations,
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Figure 2. The Two Possible Supply Chain Configurations

U U UTier 2

Tier 1

Tier 0

 shaped Diamond shaped

Notes. Only unreliable (U) tier 2 suppliers are pictured. Both tier 1
suppliers also have access to a perfectly reliable tier 2 supplier.

as shown in Figure 2: either unreliable tier 2 suppli-
ers are independent, which we refer to as a V-shaped
configuration, or the unreliable tier 2 supplier (either
supplier 1 or 2) is shared by the tier 1 suppliers, which
we refer to as a diamond-shaped configuration.1 In the
V-shaped configuration, the risk of disruption from the
unreliable tier 2 suppliers is assumed to be statistically
independent. In the diamond-shaped configuration, if
the common unreliable tier 2 supplier disrupts, both
tier 1 suppliers are impacted by reduced capacity at the
disrupted supplier. There is no possibility of disrup-
tion originating in tiers 0 and 1.
For the initial part of our analysis, the supply chain

configuration is assumed to be exogenously specified.
In practice, this is frequently the case: given the high
cost and long-term nature of establishing a list of
approved suppliers, tier 1 suppliers operate over the
short term with an effectively fixed set of tier 2 sup-
pliers, around which the manufacturer optimizes its
day-to-day procurement decisions. In addition, tier 2
suppliers are often chosen for reasons outside of our
model, such as capability or quality, implying a key
problem of how to optimally manage disruption risk
given a fixed supply chain configuration. The degree of
concentration of the tier 2 supplier basemay also deter-
mine whether the supply chain is likely to end up with
shared or independent tier 2 suppliers; if there are only
two tier 2 suppliers in the world that manufacture the
component, one reliable and one unreliable, then the
tier 2 supply base is very “concentrated,” and the tier 1
suppliers necessarily share those two tier 2 suppliers,
resulting in a diamond-shaped configuration. Thismay
be the case for highly specialized tier 2 suppliers, such
as semiconductor manufacturers like Renesas. Con-
versely, this may be driven by industry trends outside
of our model: for example, Sasaki (2013) describes how
consolidation in the Japanese automotive supply chain
stemming from cost pressure throughout the 1990s and
2000s has generally lead to a much more concentrated
supply base than in the past. By contrast, if there are

many tier 2 suppliers, and the likelihood that the tier 1
suppliers select identical tier 2 suppliers is negligible,
then the tier 2 supply base is very “diffuse,” resulting
in a V-shaped configuration; this can occur particularly
with tier 2 suppliers that offer commoditized products
with generic capabilities, such as rubber component
manufacturers like Fujikura. While understanding the
manufacturer’s optimal strategy under a fixed supply
chain configuration is important, an equally interest-
ing question is how the supply chain configuration is
formed in the first place, i.e., as tier 1 suppliers select
tier 2 suppliers. Hence, once we have determined the
optimal actions of the manufacturer and tier 1 suppli-
ers given a fixed supply chain configuration, we con-
sider the longer-term strategic issue of how the supply
chain configuration is formed in Section 7.

3.3. The Manufacturer
The manufacturer faces deterministic market de-
mand D (Zimmer 2002, Babich et al. 2012) and makes
fixed per-unit revenue of π for every unit it sells up
to D.2 We assume that π ≥ cu , so that it is possible for
the supply chain to profitably sell the product; all man-
ufacturer costs outside of procurement from tier 1 sup-
pliers are normalized to zero. The sequence of events is
as follows. In the first period, the manufacturer offers
its tier 1 suppliers A and B a price and quantity con-
tract of the form (pi ,Qi), i ∈ {A,B}. Such contracts are
commonly observed in practice and in the literature,
and they stipulate that the manufacturer pays the sup-
plier pi for every unit delivered up to the specified
amount Qi . The manufacturer makes no payment for
ordered units that are not delivered. We assume that
the choice of tier 2 suppliers is not directly contractible.
Even manufacturers as powerful as Toyota are typi-
cally unable to unilaterally dictate supplier choice; after
the 2011 earthquake, approximately 50% of Toyota’s
tier 1 suppliers refused to even share the identities of
their tier 2 suppliers, let alone allow Toyota to unilat-
erally dictate those suppliers, citing competitive rea-
sons (Masui and Nishi 2012). In addition, while other
tools may be available to influence the choice of tier 2
suppliers by tier 1 suppliers, such as manufacturer
involvement in the development of the tier 2 supply
base, these tools are longer-term mechanisms, leaving
procurement contracts as the most obvious immediate
short- and medium-term tool available to influence the
sourcing decisions of tier 1 suppliers.

After receiving the manufacturer’s contract, each
tier 1 supplier then places orders q i

u and q i
r with its

tier 2 unreliable and reliable suppliers, to maximize
expected profit. We call the pair (q i

u , q
i
r) the sourcing

strategy of tier 1 supplier i. In the second period, the
tier 2 suppliers either disrupt or fully fulfill their deliv-
eries to the tier 1 suppliers. After collecting all deliver-
ies from tier 2 suppliers, tier 1 suppliers then attempt
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to fulfill the order submitted by the manufacturer.
Any excess inventory delivered by tier 2 suppliers to
tier 1 suppliers has zero value. In turn, after collect-
ing deliveries from tier 1 suppliers, the manufacturer
attempts to fulfill consumer demand D, and if sup-
ply is less than demand, lost sales occur. Any excess
components delivered by tier 1 suppliers to the man-
ufacturer have zero value. The manufacturer seeks to
maximize its expected profit from the consumer mar-
ket at the end of the second period, and its decision
variables are the price and quantity in the contracts
it gives to its tier 1 suppliers, (pA ,QA) and (pB ,QB);
hence, we define the manufacturer’s sourcing strategy
to be {(pA ,QA), (pB ,QB)}, the pair of contract offers to
its two tier 1 suppliers. We assume that the disruption
probabilities, sourcing costs, and supply chain config-
uration are known to all parties in the supply chain:
there is no private information in the model.

4. Optimal Sourcing in a V-Shaped
Supply Chain

4.1. Tier 1’s Sourcing Decision
We first examine the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing
strategy when facing a supply chain with independent
tier 2 suppliers. This resembles the type of V-shaped
supply network that Toyota (mistakenly) believed it
possessed prior to the Tōhoku earthquake and, as
such, will serve as a benchmark for understanding how
increased overlap in tier 2 impacts the manufacturer’s
sourcing strategy. We begin our analysis by character-
izing the optimal sourcing strategy for each tier 1 sup-
plier i ∈ {A,B} with access to unreliable tier 2 supplier
j ∈ {1, 2}, in response to a contractual offer (pi ,Qi) from
the manufacturer. Given a sourcing strategy (q i

u , q
i
r),

the expected profit of supplier i is

Πi(q i
u , q

i
r)

�λ j[pi min{q i
r +min{K, q i

u},Qi}− cr q i
r − cu min{K, q i

u}]
+ (1−λ j)[pi min{q i

u + q i
r ,Qi}− cu q i

u − cr q i
r]. (1)

Let the superscript asterisk denote the optimal sourc-
ing strategy. Optimizing the tier 1 supplier’s expected
profit over the quantity sourced from each tier 2 sup-
plier leads to the following result.

Theorem 1. In a V-shaped supply chain, the optimal sourc-
ing strategy of tier 1 supplier i ∈ {A,B} with access to
unreliable tier 2 supplier j ∈ {1, 2} is

(q i
u , q

i
r)∗ �


(Qi , 0) if cu ≤ pi < cu +

cr − cu

λ j
,

(K,Qi −K) if pi ≥ cu +
cr − cu

λ j
.

Proof. All proofs appear in the appendix. �

Observe that it is never optimal for the supplier to
single source from the reliable tier 2 supplier. This
is because the supplier may completely eliminate dis-
ruption risk by sourcing only the disrupted output K
from the unreliable supplier and sourcing the remain-
der, Qi − K, from the reliable supplier, achieving the
same outcome (at a lower cost) as sourcing every-
thing from the reliable supplier. Moreover, sourcing
inventory in excess of the manufacturer’s contracted
quantity Qi is never optimal, because disruptions are
manifested as random supplier capacity (as opposed
to random yield; see Hwang et al. 2014), combined
with the presence of a perfectly reliable tier 2 supplier.
This implies that a tier 1 supplier effectively chooses
from two possible sourcing strategies: sourcing from
the unreliable supplier or sourcing from both suppli-
ers. The former strategy is also known as passive accep-
tance (i.e., paying a low cost and merely accepting the
risk of disruption), and the latter strategy is known as
dual sourcing (Tomlin 2006). Intuitively, for low con-
tract prices pi , the supplier follows a passive acceptance
strategy and single sources from the unreliable sup-
plier, while for high prices, the supplier employs dual
sourcing to completely eliminate the risk of disrup-
tion.3 The price necessary to induce the supplier to dual
source is greater than the marginal cost of the reliable
supplier, an agency cost arising from the moral hazard
feature inherent in a decentralized supply chain.

4.2. The Manufacturer’s Optimal Sourcing Strategy
Having derived the optimal sourcing strategy of a tier 1
supplier in response to a contract (pi ,Qi) from theman-
ufacturer, wemay nowdetermine the optimal contracts
offered by the manufacturer to the two tier 1 suppli-
ers. Without loss of generality, we assume that tier 1
supplier A has access to unreliable tier 2 supplier 1
(the lower-risk supplier), while tier 1 supplier B has
access to unreliable tier 2 supplier 2 (the higher-risk
supplier). In what follows, we use the term “supply
chain structure” to refer to an induced set of sourc-
ing quantities between tiers 0, 1, and 2, given a par-
ticular supply chain configuration (either V-shaped or
diamond-shaped). In theory, the manufacturer could
induce four sourcing strategies at each tier 1 supplier
(no participation, single sourcing from either tier 2
supplier, or dual sourcing from both tier 2 suppli-
ers), implying a total of 16 possible induced structures.
However, from Theorem 1, the manufacturer can only
feasibly induce three strategies for each of its tier 1
suppliers: no participation, single sourcing from the
unreliable supplier (by offering a low price), or dual
sourcing (by offering a high price). This implies that,
via its contractual offers to tier 1 suppliers, the manu-
facturer is capable of generating a total of five unique
supply chain structures (excluding the case of no pro-
duction and all symmetric cases). We denote these as
structures 1–5, and we summarize them in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The Five Distinct Structures That the Manufacturer Can Induce in a V-Shaped Supply Chain

U U U U U U UR R R U RTier 2

Tier 1

Tier 0

1 2 3 4 5

Note. R, reliable; U, unreliable.

To determine the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing
strategy, we must consider the performance of each
of these possible induced structures. In any structure,
the manufacturer’s expected profit as a function of its
sourcing strategy {(pA ,QA), (pB ,QB)} is

ΠM (
{(pA ,QA), (pB ,QB)}

)
� f1(pA , pB)

[
πmin{QA +QB ,D} − pAQA − pBQB

]
+ f2(pA , pB)

[
πmin{min{K,QA}+QB ,D}

− pA min{K,QA} − pBQB
]

+ f3(pA , pB)
[
πmin{QA +min{K,QB},D}
− pAQA − pB min{K,QB}

]
+ f4(pA , pB)

[
πmin

{
min{K,QA}+min{K,QB},D

}
− pA min{K,QA} − pB min{K,QB}

]
. (2)

In the above equation, f1, f2, f3, and f4 denote the prob-
ability that the full orders are fulfilled by both tier 1
suppliers, only supplier B, only supplier A, or neither
tier 1 supplier, respectively. Note that this is similar in
form to the tier 1 supplier’s profit function in Equa-
tion (1), except that (2) allows for the disruption of both
immediate suppliers, and the probability terms in (2)
are endogenously determined by the manufacturer’s
offered prices.
Each structure in Figure 3 corresponds to a partic-

ular set of prices offered to tier 1 suppliers, and this
in turn determines the disruption probabilities f1– f4.
For instance, structure 4 may be induced by offering
supplier A a high price and supplier B a low price,
and the resultant probabilities are f1 � 1 − λ2, f2 � 0,
f3 � λ2, and f4 � 0, because only supplier B may fail to
deliver the manufacturer’s order, as supplier A dual
sources and achieves perfect reliability. To determine
the manufacturer’s optimal strategy, we must find the
optimal sourcing quantities in each structure given
the prices and probabilities associated with the struc-
tures and then compare the optimal expected profit
across the five structures. For the sake of brevity, we
relegate the derivation of these profit expressions to
Lemma 1 in the appendix, and we focus our subse-
quent discussion on the outcome of this analysis: the

determination of the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing
strategy and induced supply chain structure. We begin
by considering the case of minor disruptions.

Theorem 2. In a V-shaped supply chain, if disruptions are
minor (K ≥D/2), themanufacturer’s optimal sourcing strat-
egy is {(pA ,QA), (pB ,QB)}∗ � {(cu , θD), (cu , (1− θ)D)} for
any θ ∈ [(D −K)/D ,K/D].

The theorem shows if that the disrupted capacity is
high (i.e., if sufficient disrupted capacity exists across
the entire unreliable tier 2 supply base for the manu-
facturer to cover all of its demand), the manufacturer
should induce structure 3 in Figure 3: single sourc-
ing from the unreliable tier 2 suppliers by both tier 1
suppliers. As a result, tier 1 suppliers do nothing to
mitigate disruption risk in the supply chain, and all
riskmitigation is pursued directly by themanufacturer,
who is able to completely eliminate risk via its own
sourcing actions. We thus refer to this approach as a
manufacturer dual sourcing (DS) strategy—the manufac-
turer mitigates risk by dual sourcing, while the tier 1
suppliers employ passive acceptance, by single sourc-
ing from a risky tier 2 supplier. The only restriction on
the manufacturer’s sourcing strategy is that no more
than K units should be sourced from each tier 1 sup-
plier, to ensure that tier 2 suppliers are always able to
deliver in the event of a disruption; this determines the
feasible range of θ, the division of quantities between
tier 1 suppliers, which the manufacturer can employ.

Next, we consider the case when disruptions are
severe, meaning disrupted capacity is small. We first
define the following cost threshold for the reliable
supplier:

c̄r ≡ cu + cu(1− λ1)λ2
D − 2K
D −K

. (3)

Observe that this cost threshold varies depending on
the severity and likelihood of disruptions, and it lies
between cu and 2cu if K < D/2. As the following theo-
rem shows, the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strat-
egy depends critically on this threshold.
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Theorem 3. Define π̄L ≡ ((cr − cu)/λ1λ2)((D −K)/
(D − 2K)) + cu and π̄H ≡ ((cr − cu)/λ1λ

2
2)((D −K)/

(D − 2K)) − cu((1 − λ1 − λ2)/λ1λ2). In a V-shaped sup-
ply chain, if disruptions are severe (K < D/2), we have the
following:
(i) If cr ≤ c̄r , the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strat-

egy is

{(pA ,QA), (pB ,QB)}∗

�


{(cu ,D−K), (cu ,K)} if cu ≤ π< π̄L ,{
(cu ,K),

(
cu +

cr − cu

λ2
,D−K

)}
if π≥ π̄L .

(ii) If cr > c̄r , the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strat-
egy is

{(pA ,QA), (pB ,QB)}∗

�



{(cu ,D−K), (cu ,K)} if cu ≤ π<
cu

λ1
,

{(cu ,D−K), (cu ,D−K)} if
cu

λ1
≤ π< π̄H ,{

(cu ,K),
(
cu +

cr − cu

λ2
,D−K

)}
if π≥ π̄H .

The theorem shows that for small unit revenues (π),
regardless of the cost of the reliable tier 2 suppli-
ers, the manufacturer’s approach is similar to the case
when the magnitude of disruptions is small: the opti-
mal strategy is to induce both tier 1 suppliers to single
source from their unreliable tier 2 suppliers. Themanu-
facturer prefers to source the majority of its order from
tier 1 supplier A, who has access to the less risky tier 2
supplier, and places a smaller order with supplier B,
who has access to the riskier tier 2 supplier. Hence,
manufacturer dual sourcing (DS) is optimal for low
unit revenues. As the unit revenue increases, the cost of
reliable tier 2 suppliers begins to play a role. If they are
inexpensive (cr ≤ c̄r), the manufacturer moves from DS
to inducing one tier 1 supplier to dual source by paying
a high price, while paying the other tier 1 supplier a
low price to induce single sourcing. We call this a man-
ufacturer dual sourcing + supplier mitigation (DS + SM)
strategy, since it combines dual sourcing in tier 1 with
induced supplier mitigation via dual sourcing in tier 2.
Note that this strategy completely eliminates disrup-
tion risk for the manufacturer, but the manufacturer
must pay a higher price to achieve this outcome.
If, on the other hand, reliable tier 2 suppliers are

expensive (cr > c̄r), at intermediate unit revenues, the
manufacturer continues to pay tier 1 suppliers a low
price but increases the quantity sourced fromeach tier 1
supplier to D −K, meaning the total amount of inven-
tory procured exceeds demand. Tomlin (2006) refers
to this strategy of excess procurement—in essence,
holdingsafety stock—as“inventorymitigation.”Hence,
when reliable tier 2 suppliers are costly, the optimal
sourcing strategy switches from DS to manufacturer

Table 1. Optimal Sourcing Strategies in a V-Shaped Supply
Chain for Severe Disruptions

Tier 2
Use Quantity suppliers

Sourcing strategy when . . . sourced used

Manufacturer π low D 2 U
dual sourcing (DS)

DS+ Inventory π medium 2(D −K) 2 U
mitigation (DS+ IM) + cr high

DS+ Supplier π high D 2 U and 1 R
mitigation (DS+ SM)

Note. R, reliable; U, unreliable.

dual sourcing+ inventory mitigation (DS+ IM), while still
inducing tier 1 suppliers to follow a passive accep-
tance strategy by paying a low unit price. This strat-
egy results in the manufacturer having more inventory
than is necessary to satisfy demand if no disruption
occurs; however, because the reliable tier 2 suppliers
are expensive, the excess inventory cost is preferred
to paying a high marginal procurement cost for reli-
able supply. Manufacturer efforts alone, however, can-
not completely eliminate the risk of disruption, and
even with the DS + IM strategy, there is still a chance
that the manufacturer will have insufficient inventory
to satisfy demand (i.e., if both tier 2 unreliable sup-
pliers disrupt). Hence, as the unit revenue continues
to increase, the manufacturer eventually switches to a
DS+ SM strategy, which eliminates disruption risk by
engaging tier 1 suppliers inmitigation efforts. The opti-
mal strategies when disruptions are severe are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Theorem 3 illustrates that when disruptions are
severe, the manufacturer’s optimal strategy builds risk
mitigation from the bottom of the supply chain up. Put
differently, it is optimal to begin with manufacturer
dual sourcing and, as the unit revenue increases, add
manufacturer inventory mitigation (if reliable tier 2
suppliers are costly) and finally supplier mitigation.
Consequently, for small and moderate unit revenues,
tier 1 is not involved with disruption risk mitiga-
tion: the manufacturer bears all such responsibility.
For large unit revenues, however, it is optimal to
engage tier 1 in disruption risk mitigation efforts, by
paying a higher price and inducing supplier mitiga-
tion. Comparing Theorems 2 and 3, we see that the
manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strategy is qualita-
tively different for minor and severe disruptions. For
minor disruptions, the manufacturer bears all mitiga-
tion responsibility, following a strategy of pure manu-
facturermitigation implemented via dual sourcing. For
severe disruptions, the manufacturer may also employ
inventory mitigation (at moderate unit revenues if reli-
able suppliers are costly) or induce supplier mitigation
(at high unit revenues), sharing the burden of disrup-
tion risk mitigation with its suppliers. In addition, note
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that the manufacturer always selects tier 1 supplier B,
who has access to the riskier tier 2 supplier, to engage
in supplier mitigation. This is because the price neces-
sary to induce supplier B to dual source is lower than
the price needed to induce supplier A to dual source, as
indicated in Theorem 1. In other words, because sup-
plier B faces a “riskier” unreliable supplier option, the
agency costs incurred by the manufacturer are lower
when inducing sourcing from the reliable supplier, and
hence the manufacturer always prefers to engage in
supplier mitigation with supplier B. This fact will have
significant consequences in the supply chain game ana-
lyzed in Section 7.
After the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake, a key determina-

tion of Toyota executives was that they had placed too
much emphasis on direct mitigation efforts and too lit-
tle on supplier mitigation. Given that our model shows
inducing suppliermitigation is indeed optimal for high
unit revenues and severe disruptions, a natural ques-
tion is, precisely howmuch does the manufacturer suf-
fer when using the wrong strategy? Our final result in
this section answers this question, by comparing man-
ufacturer profit under direct dual sourcing (with or
without inventory mitigation) to the profit under the
optimal sourcing strategy (using supplier mitigation)
for large unit revenues.

Corollary 1. Let ΠM(X) be the manufacturer’s expected
profitundersourcingstrategyX ∈ {DS,DS+IM,DS+ SM},
and define L(X) ≡ 1−ΠM(X)/ΠM(DS+ SM) to be the per-
centage loss in expected profit of strategy X relative to a
DS + SM strategy. In a V-shaped supply chain and under
severe disruptions, we have the following:
(i) The percentage profit loss from employing manufac-

turer dual sourcing is L(DS) ≤ λ1(1− 2K/D).
(ii) The percentage profit loss from employing manufac-

turer dual sourcing and inventory mitigation is L(DS+IM)
≤λ1λ2(1−2K/D).
For example, if the probability of disruption in tier 2

is 10%, the result shows that using an “incorrect” strat-
egy that ignores inducements to tier 1 suppliers and
solely uses manufacturer dual sourcing results in at
most a 10% loss in profit compared with the optimal
strategy. By adding inventory mitigation, the manu-
facturer’s profit is substantially improved, achieving a
loss of at most 1% compared with the optimal profit.
Note that the loss under either strategy depends simi-
larly (i.e., linearly) on the severity of the disruption, as
measured by the demand fill rate achievable when all
unreliable tier 2 suppliers disrupt (i.e., 2K/D). As one
would expect, the performance of an incorrect strategy
becomes increasingly poor as disruptions become very
likely or very severe (i.e., high λ or low K), and all
strategies perform equally well when disruptions are
highly unlikely or not impactful (i.e., λ close to zero
or K close to D/2). Importantly, however, the result

shows that in a V-shaped supply chain, manufacturer
performance is substantially worse under a stand-
alone dual sourcing strategy than under a dual sourc-
ing and inventory mitigation strategy. Thus, focusing
on dual sourcing alone in tier 1, as Toyota and many
other lean manufacturers did prior to the Tōhoku
earthquake, is potentially quite costly. This implies
that, if the manufacturer cannot engage suppliers in
disruption mitigation efforts when such efforts are
optimal, a strategy that performs well is to employ
manufacturer dual sourcing and inventory mitigation.
While this cannot achieve the optimal profit earned
under suppliermitigation, it results in an order ofmag-
nitude smaller loss than using dual sourcing alone.
Indeed, Toyota has begun to implement inventory mit-
igation in instances where suppliers either refuse to
engage in mitigation or find mitigation impractical
(Greimel 2012, Masui and Nishi 2012).

5. Optimal Sourcing in a Diamond-Shaped
Supply Chain

5.1. Tier 1’s Sourcing Decision
We now consider the case of a shared unreliable tier 2
supplier and the resulting “diamond”-shaped supply
chain. Observe that whenever the tier 1 suppliers A
and B are induced to source from their common unreli-
able tier 2 supplier, they potentially compete for limited
capacity, i.e., when they respectively order qA

u and qB
u

units, and the disrupted output is K < qA
u + qB

u .4 Hence,
we must discuss how scarce capacity in tier 2 is allo-
cated in the event of a disruption.While there aremany
possible allocations, we select the uniform rule, which
has the desirable property of simultaneously mini-
mizing shortage gaming and maximizing total supply
chain profit in a number of settings (Sprumont 1991,
Cachon and Lariviere 1999). A uniform allocation splits
the disrupted capacity of the unreliable tier 2 supplier
equally between tier 1 suppliers, unless one of the tier 1
suppliers requested less than half the disrupted capac-
ity, in which case the other tier 1 supplier is allotted
all unused capacity. In other words, supplier i’s alloca-
tion in the event of a disruption is min{q i

u , K̂i}, where
K̂i ≡ K/2+ (K/2− q−i

u )+ is the effective disrupted capac-
ity. Under this allocation rule, the unique Nash equi-
librium of the shortage game between tier 1 suppliers
is, essentially, for both suppliers to operate as if they
have a dedicated tier 2 unreliable supplier with exoge-
nously fixed capacity equal to K̂i (see the appendix for
details), leading to the following result.
Theorem 4. In a diamond-shaped supply chain, the optimal
sourcing strategy of tier 1 supplier i ∈ {A,B} with access to
unreliable tier 2 supplier j ∈ {1, 2} is

(q i
u , q

i
r)∗ �


(Qi , 0) if cu ≤ pi < cu +

cr − cu

λ j
,

(K̂i ,Qi − K̂i) if pi ≥ cu +
cr − cu

λ j
.
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Note that this is nearly identical to the suppliers’
optimal strategy in a V-shaped supply chain derived
in Theorem 1, except for the disrupted capacity K̂i ; in
particular, the manufacturer may still only induce sin-
gle sourcing from the unreliable tier 2 supplier or dual
sourcing from both tier 2 suppliers, and the prices nec-
essary to achieve each outcome are identical to the case
with independent tier 2 suppliers.

5.2. The Manufacturer’s Optimal Sourcing Strategy
As a result of Theorem 4, there are once again five
possible unique structures that the manufacturer can
induce, graphically depicted in Figure 4. We derive the
manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strategy by following
the same procedure as in Section 4, beginning with the
case of minor disruptions.

Theorem 5. If tier 2 suppliers are shared and disrup-
tions are minor (K ≥ D), the manufacturer’s optimal
sourcing strategy is {(pA ,QA), (pB ,QB)}∗ � {(cu , θD),
(cu , (1− θ)D)} for any θ ∈ [0, 1].

This is similar to the optimal sourcing strategy for
minor disruptions with independent tier 2 suppli-
ers (Theorem 2), with two key differences. First, with
shared tier 2 suppliers, what qualifies as a “minor”
disruption is a greater capacity than with indepen-
dent tier 2 suppliers; in fact, the disrupted capacity
must be greater than the manufacturer’s demand to
achieve this case, implying disruptions are effectively
meaningless. Second, with shared tier 2 suppliers, any
division of sourcing quantities between tier 1 suppliers
will result in the same manufacturer profit, including
single sourcing. Thus, while minor disruptions can be
completely overcome by the manufacturer with either
independent or shared tier 2 suppliers, dual sourcing
with a specific division of sourced quantities is neces-
sary in the former case, while single sourcing suffices
in the latter. As a result, we say that a manufacturer
single sourcing (SS) strategy is optimal in this case. Mov-
ing next to the case of severe disruptions, we have the
following.

Figure 4. The Five Distinct Structures That the Manufacturer Can Induce in a Diamond-Shaped Supply Chain

Tier 2

Tier 1

Tier 0

U U U UR RU R

1 2 3 4 5

Note. R, reliable; U, unreliable.

Theorem 6. Define π̄ j ≡ cu + ((cr − cu)/λ2
j )((D −K/2)/

(D −K)). In a diamond-shaped supply chain with shared
unreliable supplier j ∈ {1, 2}, if disruptions are severe
(K < D), the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strategy is

{(pA ,QA), (pB ,QB)}∗

�



{(cu , θD), (cu , (1− θ)D)} for any θ ∈ [0, 1]
if cu ≤ π < π̄ j ,{(
cu +

cr − cu

λ j
,D −K/2

)
, (cu ,K/2)

}
or{
(cu ,K/2),

(
cu +

cr − cu

λ j
,D −K/2

)}
if π ≥ π̄ j .

Note that, once again, while dual sourcing is an
optimal strategy at low unit revenues, single sourcing
performs just as well. In other words, in a diamond-
shaped supply chain, manufacturer dual sourcing has
no explicit value at low margins—regardless of the
severity of disruptions—because tier 1 suppliers have
access to identical tier 2 suppliers. There is no tier 2
supplier that supplier A can access that supplier B
cannot; hence, there is no compelling reason to dual
source in tier 1. In particular, if there are economies
of scale with tier 1 suppliers or other reasons to value
single sourcing, the manufacturer may wish to adopt
a sourcing strategy employing just one tier 1 supplier.
Moreover, when the unreliable tier 2 supplier is shared,
inventory mitigation—sourcing more from tier 1 than
total demand D—is also not valuable, since this strat-
egy is only beneficial if it is possible that one tier 1
supplier delivers while the other does not. Hence, the
manufacturer never needs to adopt direct disruption
mitigation efforts in a diamond-shaped supply chain at
low unit revenues.5 At high unit revenues, however, the
manufacturer does find dual sourcing to be optimal,
as it provides a way to lower the average unit procure-
ment cost when supplier mitigation is also employed.
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Our final result in this section considers the loss in
profit that the manufacturer suffers from failing to use
supplier mitigation.

Corollary 2. Let L(X) be as defined in Corollary 1. In a
diamond-shaped supply chain with shared unreliable tier 2
supplier j and under severe disruptions, the percentage
profit loss from employing single sourcing is L(SS) ≤
λ j(1−K/D).

As with the case of a V-shaped supply chain,
the profit loss depends on the likelihood as well as
the severity of the disruption. Continuing with the
same example as before, if there is a 10% chance of
disruption, the worst-case profit loss from ignoring
supplier mitigation is 10% of the optimal profit. How-
ever, unlike the V-shaped supply chain case, with a
diamond-shaped supply chain, there is no interme-
diate strategy that performs well, i.e., achieving the
λ1λ2 profit loss that dual sourcing and inventory mit-
igation would yield with independent suppliers. This
once again illustrates the critical importance of induc-
ing tier 1 suppliers to mitigate disruption when there
is overlap in tier 2.

6. Comparing Supply Chain
Configurations

We now compare the V-shaped and diamond-
shaped configurations to see how the manufacturer is
impacted by overlap in the upper tiers of the network.6
First, we note that by comparing Theorems 3 and 6, it
can be seen that increased overlap in tier 2 decreases
the manufacturer’s reliance on direct mitigation efforts
(dual sourcing and inventory mitigation). In addition,
we have the following result.

Figure 5. The Manufacturer’s Optimal Sourcing Strategy as a Function of Unit Revenues (π) and Disrupted Capacity (K)
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Note. In the figure, cu � 5, cr � 5.5, λ1 � λ2 � 0.2, and D � 10.

Corollary 3. If λ1 � λ2, the manufacturer finds supplier
mitigation optimal at lower unit revenues in a diamond-
shaped supply chain than in a V-shaped supply chain.

In other words, if λ1 � λ2, in a diamond-shaped sup-
ply chain, the manufacturer should rely more on sup-
plier mitigation and less on manufacturer mitigation
than in a V-shaped supply chain. Returning to our
motivating example of an unexpectedly high degree of
overlap in the automotive supply chain discovered fol-
lowing the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake, this suggests that
an appropriate reaction from the downstream manu-
facturer is to reduce the emphasis placed on its own
direct mitigation efforts and instead offer higher prices
to its tier 1 suppliers; these suppliers, facing higher
margins and potentially greater losses in the event of
a disruption, will in turn invest more in their own risk
mitigation efforts, thereby lowering the overall risk to
the downstreammanufacturer. The presence of disrup-
tion risk and overlap in tier 2 leads the manufacturer
to offer higher prices to tier 1 suppliers than would
otherwise be optimal; hence, it is crucial for the man-
ufacturer to consider risk originating throughout the
supply chain, even if it is not optimal to directly miti-
gate that risk.

The manufacturer’s optimal strategy as a function of
both unit revenue and disrupted capacity is depicted
graphically in Figure 5 for the case of severe dis-
ruptions. In the figure, darker shading corresponds
to greater disruption risk mitigation efforts. As the
figure shows, an increase in either unit revenues or
the severity of disruptions leads the manufacturer to
increase mitigation efforts, either directly (via inven-
tory mitigation) or indirectly (via induced supplier
mitigation). The result of Corollary 3 can be seen
in panel (b) of Figure 5, which depicts the optimal
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strategy in a diamond-shaped supply chain: compared
with panel (a), which depicts the optimal strategy in
a V-shaped supply chain, the region of DS+ SM opti-
mality is larger in panel (b), and there are no regions of
DS+ IM or DS optimality (in the strict sense)—SS per-
forms equally well. Importantly, Corollary 3 assumes
that the two unreliable tier 2 suppliers have identical
disruption risk; i.e., λ1 � λ2. In general, the result con-
tinues to hold if differences in risk are small, but if
tier 2 suppliers are sufficiently heterogeneous, a differ-
ent picture may emerge.

Corollary 4. Consider the case K � 0, and define Λ̄ ≡
1
2 [
√
( f − 1)2 + 4 f λ2

2 − f + 1], where f ≡ (cr − cu)/
(cuλ2(1− λ2)). If λ1 <max(λ2

2 , Λ̄), the manufacturer finds
supplier mitigation optimal (i) at the lowest unit revenues
in a diamond-shaped supply chain with tier 2 supplier 2
shared; (ii) at moderate unit revenues in a V-shaped supply
chain; and (iii) at the highest unit revenues in a diamond-
shaped supply chain with tier 2 supplier 1 shared. If λ1 >
max(λ2

2 , Λ̄), the order of (ii) and (iii) is reversed. Further-
more, these results continue to hold provided disruptions are
sufficiently severe (i.e., K is sufficiently small).

The key intuition for this result is that the manu-
facturer always pays a lower price for supplier mit-
igation when the more risky tier 2 supplier is in
the supply chain. Interestingly, however, a diamond-
shaped supply chain with supplier 2 shared and a
V-shaped supply chain are not necessarily equiva-
lent, because the manufacturer has at its disposal
an alternative strategy in a V-shaped supply chain—
namely, inventory mitigation. Hence, while overlap in
tier 2 makes the manufacturer value supplier miti-
gation more, ceteris paribus, which tier 2 supplier is
shared also makes a difference. If the tier 1 suppliers
share the most risky supplier, the manufacturer will
engage in supplier mitigation over the widest range of
unit revenues; if they share the least risky unreliable

Figure 6. The Manufacturer’s Optimal Sourcing Strategy as a Function of Unit Revenues (π) and Disrupted Capacity (K)
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Notes. In the figure, cu � 5, cr � 5.5, λ1 � 0.1, λ2 � 0.4, and D � 10.

supplier, the manufacturer will engage in supplier mit-
igation only at very high unit revenues. The results of
this corollary are depicted in Figure 6, which shows
the manufacturer’s optimal strategy using the same
parameter values as Figure 5, except for λ1 � 0.1 and
λ2 � 0.4.7 These parameter values are chosen such that
the probability of two simultaneous disruptions (λ1λ2)
is identical to the case in Figure 5, but in Figure 6,
the individual tier 2 suppliers have different disruption
probabilities; hence, the suppliers are “more heteroge-
neous” in the latter example.8

In the next result, we say that the manufacturer is
“more likely to use supplier mitigation” if the parame-
ter region under which supplier mitigation is optimal
grows as a parameter changes.
Corollary 5. If K < D/2, in any supply chain configura-
tion, the manufacturer is more likely to use supplier mitiga-
tion as unit revenues increase (π increases) and disruptions
become more severe (K decreases), and in a V-shaped sup-
ply chain, as tier 2 suppliers become more heterogeneous
(λ1 decreases and λ2 increases, holding the probability of
simultaneous disruptions, λ1λ2, constant).
The first part of the corollary can be seen from the

manufacturer’s optimal strategy in Theorems 3 and
6. The second part can be seen in Figure 6. More
severe disruptions simultaneously make supplier mit-
igation more attractive (as the loss during a disrup-
tion is greater) and inventory mitigation less attractive
(as the amount of excess inventory the manufacturer
must purchase increases), and as a result, supplier mit-
igation is adopted at lower unit revenues as disrup-
tions become more severe in all configurations. The
impact of tier 2 heterogeneity on the manufacturer’s
incentive to use supplier mitigation is more nuanced.
In Figure 6(a), note that compared to Figure 5(a), the
manufacturer’s region of DS+SM optimality is weakly
larger when unreliable tier 2 suppliers are heteroge-
neous than when they are homogeneous. In fact, it can
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be shown that if cr < c̄r , the manufacturer’s optimal
strategy is insensitive to changes in λ1 and λ2, holding
their product constant (see Lemma 4 in the appendix).
The reason for this is that increased tier 2 heterogeneity
simultaneously increases profit when using supplier
mitigation (because it results in a lower price neces-
sary to induce supplier mitigation) and increases profit
when using manufacturer dual sourcing (because it
reduces the risk of a disruption at the less risky tier 2
supplier). These two effects precisely counteract one
another, leading to no impact of tier 2 heterogeneity
on the manufacturer’s strategy if reliable suppliers are
cheap. However, if cr > c̄r , i.e., reliable suppliers are
costly, greater heterogeneity favors supplier mitigation
over inventory mitigation because of the increased risk
of disruption at the riskier tier 2 supplier in the latter
strategy; for a similar reason, heterogeneity also favors
dual sourcing over inventory mitigation, and the sum
of these effects implies that as suppliers become more
heterogeneous, the manufacturer relies less on inven-
tory mitigation and more on supplier mitigation and
dual sourcing. Thus, as λ1 decreases and λ2 increases,
holding λ1λ2 constant, the region of DS+IM optimality
in Figure 6(a) will shrink, and the regions of DS+ SM
and DS optimality will grow.
Finally, we compare the manufacturer’s profits in the

possible supply chain configurations.

Corollary 6. (i) If 0<K <D, manufacturer profit is strictly
greatest in a V-shaped supply chain.

(ii) Among the two diamond-shaped supply chains, the
manufacturer’s profit is larger when the less risky tier 2
supplier is shared if and only if unit revenues are small; i.e.,
π ≤ cu + ((cr − cu)/λ1λ2)((D −K/2)/(D −K)).
Part (i) shows that, while there may be other fac-

tors that influence the manufacturer’s preferences
between the supply chain configurations in practice—
for instance, if a single tier 2 supplier can achieve
greater economies of scale than two independent tier 2
suppliers, the diamond shape may be more profitable;
conversely, if product quality risk is a significant con-
cern, the V shape may be preferable—the corollary
confirms that, ceteris paribus, the manufacturer does
indeed prefer a V-shaped supply chain purely from a
disruption risk mitigation perspective.9 Part (ii) con-
firms that, when facedwith a choice between diamond-
shaped supply chains, the manufacturer would prefer
having the less risky supplier shared at low unit rev-
enues and the riskier supplier shared at high rev-
enues. The underlying reason is that having a less
risky supplier is advantageous for strategies that rely
more extensively on sourcing from unreliable suppli-
ers, which are prevalent at low unit revenues. By con-
trast, at larger unit revenues, the presence of a riskier
unreliable supplier is preferable, since this makes it
cheaper for the manufacturer to induce sourcing from

the reliable supplier. While intuitive, both of these
results will play a critical role in our analysis in the
next section.

7. The Supply Chain Game
As the results in the previous sections show, the opti-
mal sourcing strategy may vary substantially depend-
ing on the degree of overlap in the tier 2 supplier base.
Aside from the observations regarding the behavior
of the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strategy, this
fact has two additional implications: first, because the
manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strategy influences
which tier 1 suppliers are selected and at what price
they are compensated, the tier 1 suppliers may prefer
one supply chain configuration over the other; second,
these preferences may not align with the manufac-
turer’s preference, which is always (per Corollary 6) for
a V-shaped supply chain. As a result, if tier 2 suppliers
are chosen strategically by tier 1 suppliers, there is a
potential for the supply chain to be uncoordinated—
for the tier 1 suppliers to select tier 2 suppliers that
do not maximize the manufacturer’s profit—an issue
that we investigate in this section. Specifically, we
analyze a model in which, prior to contractual offers
from the manufacturer, the tier 1 suppliers engage
in a simultaneous move supplier selection game in
which they choose which unreliable tier 2 supplier
to establish a relationship with, determining the sup-
ply chain configuration (either V shaped or diamond
shaped).10 After the preferred tier 2 suppliers have
been selected, the remainder of the game proceeds as
in our base model; i.e., the manufacturer offers con-
tracts to tier 1 suppliers and induces a particular sup-
ply chain structure. This sequence of events is reflective
of our motivating example of the automotive supply
chain, in which tier 2 supplier selection and approval
is a long-term decision, while the manufacturer’s day-
to-day procurement contracts are short- or medium-
term decisions. In other words, having analyzed the
manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strategy, given a fixed
supply chain configuration, in this section we consider
the critical question of which supply chain—V-shaped
or diamond-shaped—the tier 1 suppliers would form
given the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing strategy.

If the manufacturer treats tier 1 suppliers asym-
metrically—i.e., by offering one a high price to induce
supplier mitigation and the other a low price to induce
passive acceptance—and is indifferent between which
supplier receives which contract (as in the diamond-
shaped supply chain; Theorem 6) we assume the man-
ufacturer randomly selects tier 1 suppliers to fulfill
each role; hence, during the supplier selection game,
the ex ante expected profit of a tier 1 supplier is sim-
ply the average profit of the suppliers in tier 1. We also
assume all information and parameters in the game
are public knowledge; i.e., tier 1 suppliers know the
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Table 2. The Supply Chain Game

Tier 1 supplier B

Tier 1 supplier A Supplier 1 Supplier 2

Supplier 1 {1, 1} {1, 2}
Supplier 2 {2, 1} {2, 2}

manufacturer’s unit revenues and demand when they
choose their tier 2 suppliers. Let {i , j} denote the sup-
ply chain configuration where tier 1 supplier A sources
from unreliable tier 2 supplier i, and supplier B sources
from unreliable tier 2 supplier j, i , j � 1, 2. If the
tier 1 suppliers select the same unreliable tier 2 sup-
plier, then the resultant supply chain configuration is
diamond-shaped (either {1, 1} or {2, 2}). If tier 2 sup-
pliers select different unreliable tier 2 suppliers, then
the supply chain is V-shaped (either {1, 2} or {2, 1}).
Consequently, the tier 1 suppliers play a two-by-two
normal form game, depicted in Table 2. The pure-
strategy equilibria to this game will thus determine the
supply chain configuration. Our primary result in this
section characterizes the equilibria to this game.

Theorem 7. Let n � L if cr ≤ c̄r and n � H if cr > c̄r . If
disruptions are severe (K <D/2), we have the following:

(i) If π < π̄2, all supply chain configurations are equilib-
ria to the supply chain game.

(ii) If π̄2 ≤ π <min(π̄n , π̄1), then both {1, 1} and {2, 2}
are equilibria to the supply chain game. Here, {1, 1} is a weak
Nash equilibrium while {2, 2} is a strict Nash equilibrium.
(iii) If min(π̄n , π̄1) ≤ π < π̄1, {2, 2} is the unique Nash

equilibrium to the supply chain game.
(iv) If min(π̄n , π̄1) ≤ π < π̄n , then both {1, 1} and {2, 2}

are equilibria to the supply chain game. Here, {1, 1} is both
the payoff-dominant and risk-dominant equilibrium.
(v) If π ≥ max(π̄n , π̄1), {2, 2} is an equilibrium to the

supply chain game, and {1, 1} is also an equilibrium if
the tier 2 supplier risk is sufficiently heterogeneous. If both
equilibria exist, {1, 1} is the payoff-dominant and, if tier 2
supplier risk is sufficiently heterogeneous, risk-dominant
equilibrium.

In the theorem, note that cases (iii) and (iv) aremutu-
ally exclusive and depend on the ordering of thresh-
olds π̄n and π̄1 (described in detail in Lemma 3 in the
appendix); in turn, these depend on the relative level
of heterogeneity, cost, and disrupted capacity. Observe
that unless the manufacturer’s unit revenues are very
small, the only equilibria to the supply chain game are
the diamond-shaped supply chains. Combined with
Corollary 6, this implies that for all π > π̄2, the tier 1
suppliers select a supply chain configuration that is
strictly suboptimal for the manufacturer.11 The reason
for this is that, in any V-shaped supply chain, there is at
most one tier 1 supplier that is employed to engage in

suppliermitigation, earning a high price from theman-
ufacturer and positive profit; this is, per Theorem 3,
the tier 1 supplier with access to the riskiest tier 2 sup-
plier. The tier 1 supplier that is not selected for supplier
mitigation—which is the supplier with access to the
lower risk tier 2 supplier—is paid a low price by the
manufacturer, earning zero profit. This supplier thus
has incentive to deviate from his action and source
instead from the tier 2 supplier with greater risk, lead-
ing to a diamond-shaped supply chain. Note that both
diamond-shaped supply chains can occur in equilib-
rium, and in particular, the shared supply chain with
the riskier tier 2 supplier ({2, 2}) is always an equilib-
rium for any π, because of the forces just described.
This tier 2 supplier, it should be emphasized, is seem-
ingly “dominated” by the less risky tier 2 supplier: they
have the same cost, but supplier 2 has higher risk. Nev-
ertheless, it is always an equilibrium for the tier 1 sup-
pliers to jointly select not only the same tier 2 supplier
but also the riskiest tier 2 supplier.

The theorem also shows that heterogeneity among
the unreliable tier 2 suppliers worsens the coordination
problem between the manufacturer and tier 1 suppli-
ers. In particular, not only do the tier 1 suppliers select
a diamond-shaped supply chain, but also—under
heterogeneity—they often select the worst diamond-
shaped supply chain, from the manufacturer’s view-
point. To see this, note that in case (ii), where the
unique strict equilibrium is {2, 2}, the manufacturer’s
profit would actually be larger under the alternative
diamond-shaped configuration {1, 1}—merely a weak
Nash equilibrium—when unit revenues are close to π̄2
(as per Corollary 6). Weak Nash equilibria are typ-
ically unstable, which suggests that the tier 1 sup-
pliers are more likely to select {2, 2}, which indeed
is the worst overall supply chain configuration for
the manufacturer. Similarly, in case (iv) (and also
in (v), under sufficient heterogeneity), {1, 1} is the pay-
off and risk-dominant equilibrium; equilibrium selec-
tion approaches such as evolutionary game theory
(Samuelson 1997) suggest that such equilibria tend to
be reached over their dominated counterparts, imply-
ing that {1, 1} is the more likely equilibrium to occur in
practice. While this may seem beneficial to the manu-
facturer, in fact, it is not; at these unit revenues, in either
diamond-shaped configuration, the manufacturer will
induce suppliermitigation butwill have to pay a higher
price to achieve this in {1, 1}, yielding lower profits (see
Corollary 6). Hence, in this regime, the manufacturer
actually prefers {2, 2} to {1, 1}, but the tier 1 suppliers
are likely to select {1, 1}.

Taken together, these results suggest that the strate-
gic decisions of tier 1 suppliers may have unfortu-
nate long-term repercussions for the formation and
evolution of the industry’s supply base. Tier 1 sup-
pliers have an incentive to select the same tier 2
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suppliers, often the worst such configuration from
the manufacturer’s perspective, meaning the industry
over time may gravitate toward a tier 2 supply base
made up of few tier 2 suppliers, resulting in a less
competitive, costlier, more risky, and more correlated
tier 2 supplier base, potentially to the detriment of
the manufacturer’s profitability. This is consistent with
several observations concerning the evolution of the
Japanese automotive supply chain over the last 20 years
(Sasaki 2013).
In our final result in this section, we define a pref-

erence conflict between the manufacturer and tier 1
suppliers to mean a scenario when the manufac-
turer’s strictly preferred supply chain configuration
(a V-shaped supply chain) is not an equilibrium to the
supply chain game—in essence, cases (ii)–(v) of Theo-
rem 7. Given this definition, we have the following.

Corollary 7. Apreference conflict between themanufacturer
and tier 1 suppliers is more likely as unit revenues increase
(π increases), disruptions become more severe (K decreases),
and tier 2 suppliers becomemore heterogeneous (λ1 decreases
and λ2 increases, holding λ1λ2 constant).

The first part of the corollary (the impact of π) can
be seen directly from Theorem 7. The second part fol-
lows from the behavior of the equilibrium thresholds
(in particular, π̄2) as K decreases, which is derived ana-
lytically in Lemma 4 of the appendix,12 and illustrated
graphically in Figure 7.
As disruptions become more severe, the size of equi-

librium region for case (i) shrinks, leading to a greater
likelihood of a preference conflict. The reason for this,
per Corollary 5, is that the manufacturer is more likely
to use supplier mitigation as K decreases, which in
turn gives the tier 1 suppliers greater incentive to select

Figure 7. Supply Chain Game Equilibrium Cases from Theorem 7 as a Function of Unit Revenues (π) and Disrupted
Capacity (K)
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a diamond-shaped supply chain. Finally, the corol-
lary shows that greater tier 2 heterogeneity increases
the prevalence preference conflicts; this also follows
from Corollary 5, since greater heterogeneity implies
(in a V-shaped supply chain) that the manufacturer is
more likely to use supplier mitigation, which in turn
strengthens the tier 1 suppliers’ incentives to deviate
from a V shape and select a diamond-shaped sup-
ply chain. In Figure 7, this can be seen by noting
that in panel (b), with heterogeneous tier 2 suppliers,
the size of equilibrium region for case (i) is smaller
than in panel (a), with homogeneous tier 2 suppliers.
Hence, we conclude that preference conflicts between
the manufacturer and tier 1 suppliers worsen as the
manufacturer becomes more likely to induce supplier
mitigation, either because unit revenues are higher,
disruptions become more severe, or tier 2 suppliers are
more heterogeneous.

8. Penalty Contracts
In the preceding analysis, we restricted our attention to
price and quantity contracts of the form (p ,Q). While
these are commonly observed in practice, they expose
the manufacturer to a moral hazard problem, lead-
ing to positive agency costs when inducing supplier
mitigation. Moreover, when tier 1 suppliers are capa-
ble of strategically choosing the supply chain config-
uration, they almost always select a diamond-shaped
configuration, while the manufacturer always strictly
prefers a V-shaped configuration. From these results,
three questions arise: First, is it possible to overcome
the moral hazard problem using a simple coordinating
contract? Second, do the results derived in Sections 3–5
continue to hold qualitatively if a coordinating con-
tract is used? And third, can this contract overcome the
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coordination problem from Section 7 when the sup-
ply chain configuration is endogenous? In this section,
we demonstrate that the answer to all of these ques-
tions is yes, if the coordination mechanism used is a
penalty contract. Specifically, we consider contracts of
the form (p ,Q , f ), where f is a per-unit fee for each
unit ordered by the manufacturer that the contracted
tier 1 supplier fails to deliver. The following theorem
demonstrates that these contracts are effective both at
eliminatingmoral hazard and at solving the preference
conflict problem discussed in Section 7.

Theorem 8. When the manufacturer uses an optimal
penalty contract:
(i) In either a V-shaped supply chain or a diamond-

shaped supply chain, the manufacturer’s optimal sourcing
strategy is the same as in the price–quantity contract case,
except for the fact that supplier mitigation is adopted at lower
unit revenues.
(ii) The manufacturer extracts all profit, and tier 1 sup-

pliers always receive zero profit, regardless of the supply
chain configuration, and hence tier 1 suppliers are indifferent
between the V-shaped and diamond-shaped supply chains.

Part (i) of Theorem 8 shows that if penalty contracts
are employed, the manufacturer adopts supplier miti-
gation at lower unit revenues than under simple price
and quantity contracts; otherwise, the manufacturer’s
preferences between the various mitigation strategies
and induced supply chain structures are qualitatively
identical to our earlier results.13 This increased reliance
on supplier mitigation stems from the fact that penalty
contracts enable the manufacturer to extract all sur-
plus from tier 1 suppliers even when inducing them
to dual source, making supplier mitigation relatively
more attractive than in our earlier setting. Beyond this
effect, however, all the qualitative observations made
in Sections 3–6 continue to hold,14 confirming that our
basic insights persist even in the absence of a moral
hazard problem. There is, however, one critical differ-
ence when penalty contracts are used, as shown in
part (ii) of the theorem. Since the manufacturer can
extract the entire profit in all induced structures by
using an appropriate penalty, tier 1 suppliers become
indifferent between all supply chain configurations. In
the context of the supply chain game analyzed in Sec-
tion 7, this implies that a manufacturer who prefers a
V-shaped supply chain can (profitably) make a small
side payment to tier 1 suppliers to induce them tomake
this selection, thus eliminating the perverse incentives
generating the moral hazard problem and effectively
coordinating the supply chain.
We note that penalty contracts are commonly dis-

cussed as mechanisms to induce increased risk mit-
igation efforts by suppliers (Kleindorfer and Saad
2005, Yang et al. 2009, Hwang et al. 2014). However,
it is important to recognize that such contracts may

face implementation challenges in practice. First, while
buyers and suppliers may be willing to accept penalty
contracts when disruptions arise endogenously (e.g.,
because of supplier malfeasance or negligence, such as
from industrial accidents or poor quality control), buy-
ers are often loathe to penalize suppliers because their
supply chain experienced an exogenous natural disas-
ter. This is especially true when buyers and suppliers
have long-term relationships, as many of the firms in
our example of the Japanese automotive industry do.
Second, our motivating example of the 2011 Tōhoku
earthquake shows precisely the opposite behavior of
penalties occurred in practice: rather than punish sup-
pliers for failing to deliver after the earthquake, Toyota
took an active role in assisting them to quickly recover,
providing manpower and financial assistance that sub-
sidized the recovery efforts of the suppliers—in effect,
a payment from themanufacturer to the suppliers in the
wake of a disruption. Thus, penalties may come with a
credibility problem: once a disruption has occurred, it
is in the manufacturer’s best interests to help suppliers
quickly recover via direct financial and resource assis-
tance (or else the manufacturer will experience even
greater lost sales), meaning a punishment in the form
of a financial penalty is not credible. This dynamic
is not captured in our stylized single period model,
but nonetheless, it suggests that penalty contracts may
have limitations and might not be easily implemented
in practice.

9. Conclusion
In this paper, we have analyzed the sourcing strategy
of a manufacturer subject to disruptions in a multitier
supply chain. In contrast to the existing disruption risk
literature, we have considered the impact of risk orig-
inating in tier 2 of the supply chain, rather than tier 1.
We find that the degree of overlap in tier 2 (whether
unreliable tier 2 suppliers are shared by tier 1 sup-
pliers) has a substantial impact on the manufacturer’s
optimal sourcing strategy, as greater overlap causes the
manufacturer to rely less on direct mitigation efforts
(dual sourcing and procuring excess inventory from
tier 1) and more on indirect methods (inducing tier 1
suppliers to mitigate risk via contract terms). More-
over, we showed that the manufacturer and tier 1 sup-
pliers may have conflicting preferences regarding the
configuration of the supply network, potentially lead-
ing to a coordination problem in the supply chain if
tier 1 suppliers strategically choose tier 2 suppliers;
generally speaking, tier 1 suppliers select a diamond-
shaped supply chain while the manufacturer prefers a
V-shaped supply chain. In essence, the tier 1 suppli-
ers have an interest in exploiting the manufacturer’s
desire to mitigate disruption risk by creating the most
correlated supply chain possible; the manufacturer’s
own disruption risk mitigation efforts thus condemn
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it to face a highly correlated supply chain configura-
tion. The manufacturer can rectify this coordination
problem by using penalty contracts to eliminate moral
hazard and hence the perverse incentives that tier 1
suppliers feel to select a diamond-shaped supply chain.
We also showed that both the manufacturer’s

reliance on supplier mitigation and the potential for
preference conflicts between the tier 1 suppliers and
the manufacturer grow as the manufacturer’s unit rev-
enues increase, as disruptions become more severe,
and as unreliable tier 2 suppliers become more het-
erogeneous. The impact of heterogeneous risk is espe-
cially intriguing, as it suggests that tier 1 suppliers are
more likely to create a diamond-shaped supply chain
if tier 2 suppliers are more “different.”15 This phe-
nomenon occurs because of a focusing effect generated
by heterogeneity: in essence, if tier 2 suppliers were
homogeneous, tier 1 suppliers would in many cases
be indifferent between them, making overlap unlikely.
However, as tier 2 becomes more heterogeneous, the
incentives felt by tier 1 suppliers to select the same
tier 2 supplier grow stronger, leading to a diamond-
shaped supply chain. This indicates that manufactur-
ers should find it most critical to confront and remedy
the coordination problem precisely when unreliable
tier 2 suppliers have especially heterogeneous levels of
risk, e.g., if some are located in a coastal region prone
to earthquakes and tsunamis while others are located
in interior regions that, although still subject to geolog-
ical events, are less inherently “risky” than their coastal
counterparts.
There are several assumptions of ourmodel that bear

discussion. First, we focused on a single-period model
rather than one in which demand (and disruptions)
occur over multiple periods (Tomlin 2006). In a multi-
period model, inventory mitigation—essentially, hold-
ing safety stocks—becomes a more valuable strategy,
as excess inventory from one period can be held to use
in subsequent periods. Nevertheless, we expect that
the same sort of progression of the optimal sourcing
strategy persists even over multiple periods; i.e., the
manufacturer moves from direct mitigation to supplier
mitigation as overlap increases. Indeed, Toyota itself is
following the strategy of greater supplier mitigation
following the Tōhoku earthquake, as it has worked
with several key tier 1 suppliers to have them dual
source and hold inventories, despite the fact that the
latter strategy is a significant departure from the Toy-
ota Production System philosophy of zero inventory
(Greimel 2012). Our model thus supports the optimal-
ity of Toyota’s increased reliance on suppliermitigation
in the wake of the 2011 disaster.
Second, we have assumed that no emergency backup

supply is available. In practice, it may be possible for
tier 1 suppliers to find secondary sources of compo-
nent supply if tier 2 suppliers disrupt, an extension

that we have analyzed but omit for the sake of brevity;
details may be found in the supplemental appendix.
As one might expect, the availability of such an option
means that the manufacturer is less likely to use sup-
plier mitigation, but otherwise, the same progression
of optimal mitigation strategies holds. Interestingly, if
the cost of emergency supply is sufficiently low, the
manufacturer induces single sourcing from each tier 1
supplier for any unit revenues, regardless of the supply
chain configuration; this implies that for components
where backup supply is readily available (e.g., com-
modity products), the optimal manufacturer strategy
is independent of the supply chain configuration. Con-
versely, knowing the supply chain configuration and
engaging tier 1 suppliers in risk mitigation are criti-
cally important if emergency supply is costly, e.g., for
specialized or custom products such as semiconductor
components. This result illustrates that it is important
for manufacturers to focus their limited resources on
understanding and managing disruption risk in the
upper tiers of their supply chain primarily for special-
ized, noncommodity components, while a more tra-
ditional manufacturer-only mitigation approach may
be employed for more standard products with readily
available backup supply.

Third, we have assumed that the manufacturer
knows the configuration of the supply chain when
making its optimal sourcing decision. In practice, this
may not be the case—even Toyota, one of the most
powerful manufacturers in the world, was unable to
persuade almost half of its tier 1 suppliers to share the
identities of their tier 2 suppliers. Thus, an interesting
question remains unsolved by our analysis: How can
a manufacturer manage disruption risk if it does not
know the configuration of its supply network? Future
work might explore this question, using our analysis
of the optimal sourcing strategy under public informa-
tion as a baseline for comparison.

Finally, we have assumed that the only mecha-
nism by which the manufacturer can influence tier 1
sourcing decisions are purchasing contracts, specifi-
cally price-and-quantity contracts or penalty contracts.
While this may be true in many cases—especially if
the manufacturer has only vague knowledge about its
tier 2 suppliers, such as in the case of Toyota and
Boeing during the development of its 787 (Tang and
Zimmerman 2009)—some manufacturers may have
better awareness of their supply chains and better
relationships with tier 2 and higher suppliers, allow-
ing them to directly supervise and work with upper
tiers to improve resiliency (e.g., Honda, which often
contracts directly with suppliers in tiers 2 and 3; see
Choi and Linton 2011). This is an intriguing aspect of
the disruption risk management problem to explore
in future work; in a different context, Huang et al.
(2015) consider a similar trade-off between direct
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manufacturer control and delegation of upper-tier sup-
plier management.
Viewed as a whole, our results illustrate the sig-

nificant impact that an extended supply chain can
have on optimal sourcing and disruption mitigation
efforts. While much of the existing work on disruption
risk management has focused on immediate suppli-
ers (Aydin et al. 2010), the trend toward longer and
longer global supply chains has exposed firms to risk
at multiple levels, necessitating an understanding of
how tier 1 sourcing decisions impact risk originating
at higher levels of the supply chain. Taken in that light,
our model provides a first step at understanding how
to manage disruption risk and optimal sourcing in
multitier supply networks.
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Appendix A. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. For convenience, we suppress the
dependence on i and j in the proof. From Equation (1),
we may make several observations. First, the supplier will
always source enough inventory to cover demand in the
nondisrupted state; i.e., qu + qr ≥ Q. Second, the supplier
will never source more inventory than covers demand in
the disrupted state; i.e., qr +min{K, qu} ≤ Q. Third, the sup-
plier always sources at least qu ≥ K units from the unreliable
tier 2 supplier, as this quantity is risk free and less expen-
sive than sourcing from the reliable tier 2 supplier. Hence,
profit may be written ΠS(qu , qr) � λ[p(qr + K) − cr qr − cu K]+
(1− λ)[pQ − cu qu − cr qr]. Because of the linear nature of this
function, it must be true that either qu � K and qr � Q − K
or qu � Q and qr � 0 (or some convex combination of the
two) maximizes profit. Under the former strategy, profit is
ΠS(K,Q − K) � (p − cr)(Q − K) + (p − cu)K,; under the latter
strategy, profit is ΠS(Q , 0) � (1 − λ)(p − cu)Q + λ(p − cu)K.
Comparing the profit functions yields the optimal strategy in
the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 1,when K ≥D/2, structure 3
can achieve riskless supply at a unit cost of cu , which is the
lowest costandhighest revenueoutcomeand ishenceoptimal.

Proof of Theorem 3. Observe that structure 4 dominates 2
and 5, because all three structures have perfectly reliable sup-
ply, but structure 4 achieves this at a lower average unit cost.
Structure 3 dominates structure 1, since the strategy of dual
sourcing outperforms single sourcing by ensuring a greater
level of minimum supply. Since all profit functions are lin-
early increasing in π, determining the preference between

structures 3 and 4 reduces to determining the threshold π for
which the structures are equivalent. First, by Lemma 1, struc-
ture 4 dominates structure 3 without inventory mitigation if

(π− cu)D −
cr − cu

λ2
(D −K) > (π− cu)((1− λ1)D + λ12K).

This reduces to π > ((cr − cu)/λ2λ1)((D −K)/(D − 2K)) +
cu ≡ π̄L . In addition, structure 4 dominates structure 3 with
inventory mitigation if

(π− cu)D −
cr − cu

λ2
(D −K) > (1− λ1λ2)(π− cu)D

+ λ1λ2(π− cu)2K − (1− λ1)(1− λ2)cu(D − 2K).

This reduces to π > ((cr − cu)/λ1λ
2
2)((D −K)/(D − 2K)) −

(1− λ1 − λ2)cu/λ1λ2 ≡ π̄H . Finally, note that within struc-
ture 3, inventory mitigation is optimal if π > cu/λ1.

Hence, there are two cases. If cr ≤ c̄r , then by Lemma 3(i),
cu/λ1 ≥ π̄L ≥ π̄H , and structure 4 becomes optimal before
inventory mitigation becomes optimal within structure 3,
leading to case (i). If cr > c̄r , then cu/λ1 < π̄L < π̄H by
Lemma 3(i), so inventory mitigation within structure 3 be-
comes optimal before structure 4 becomes optimal, leading
to case (ii).

Proof of Corollary 1. (i) Let ΠM(X) be the manufacturer’s
expected profit under strategy X ∈ {DS,DS + IM, DS+ SM},
such that the maximum percentage profit loss from using
strategy X is L(X) � 1− limπ→∞Π

M(X)/ΠM(DS+ SM). Then,
from Lemma 1,

L(DS) � 1− lim
π→∞

(π− cu)((1− λ1)D + λ12K)
(π− cu)D − ((cr − cu)/λ2)(D −K)

� λ1

(
1− 2K

D

)
.

(ii) When using strategy DS+ IM,

L(DS+ IM) � 1− lim
π→∞

(
(1−λ1λ2)(π− cu)D +λ1λ2(π− cu)2K

−(1−λ1)(1−λ2)cu(D−2K)
)

·
(
(π− cu)D−

cr − cu

λ2
(D−K)

)−1

� λ1λ2

(
1− 2K

D

)
,

which completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 4. With a uniform allocation rule, sup-
plier i’s allocation in the event of a disruption from the shared
unreliable tier 2 supplier is min{q i

u ,K/2 + (K/2− q i
u)+}. This

implies that supplier i’s profit is

πi(q i
u , q

i
r) � λ j

[
pi min

(
Qi , q

i
r +min

{
q i

u ,
K
2 +

(
K
2 − q−i

u

)+})
− cu min

{
q i

u ,
K
2 +

(
K
2 − q−i

u

)+}]
+ (1− λ j)

[
pi min(Qi , q

i
r + q i

u) − cu q i
u

]
− cr q i

r .

The following must be true: q i
r + q i

u ≥ Qi , q i
u ≥ K/2 +

(K/2− q−i
u )+ ≡ K̂i , and q i

r + min{q i
u ,K/2 + (K/2 − q−i

u )+} ≤ Qi .
Using these facts, profit is

πi(q i
u , q

i
r) � λ j[pi q

i
r + pK̂i − cu K̂i]+ (1− λ j)[piQi − cu q i

u] − cr q i
r .
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Observing that the profit function is linear in supplier i’s
sourcing quantities, we have two cases: either the supplier
will source q i

u � Qi and q i
r � 0, yielding profit πi(q i

u , q
i
r) �

λ j[pi − cu]K̂i + (1 − λ j)[pi − cu]Qi , or the supplier will
source q i

u � K̂i and q i
r � Qi − K̂i , yielding profit πi(q i

u , q
i
r) �

piQi − cu K̂i − cr(Qi − K̂i). The latter is preferred if pi ≥ cu +

(cr − cu)/λ j , which is identical to the condition derived with
independent tier 2 suppliers (Theorem 1) and is indepen-
dent of K̂i and hence q−i

u . Consequently, the supplier has two
sourcing strategies (single source or dual source), with the
conditions given in the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 5. The result follows from part (iii) of
Lemma 2. When disruptions are minor (K ≥ D), the man-
ufacturer’s profit under the contract {(cu , θD), (cu , (1− θ)D)}
isΠM � (π− cu)D, which corresponds to theminimal possible
sourcing cost.

Proof of Theorem 6. From Lemma 2, structures 1 and 3 are
equivalent, and structures 2 and 5 are clearly dominated
by structure 4, so the manufacturer’s choice is effectively
between structures 1 and 3 and structure 4. The latter is pre-
ferred if π ≥ cu + ((cr − cu)/λ2

j )((D −K/2)/(D −K))� π̄ j .

Proof of Corollary 2. Let ΠM(X) be the manufacturer’s
expected profit under strategy X ∈ {DS,DS+ SM}, such that
the maximum percentage profit loss from using strategy DS
is L(DS) � 1 − limπ→∞Π

M(DS)/ΠM(DS + SM). Then, from
Lemma 2,

L(DS) � 1− lim
π→∞

λ j(π− cu)K+ (1−λ j)(π− cu)D
(π− cu −(cr − cu)/λ j)(D−K/2)+ (π− cu)K/2

� λ j

(
1− K

D

)
.

Proof of Corollary 3. By Lemma 3(i), note that π̄L > π̄H ⇔
cr < c̄r . This implies that the manufacturer prefers inducing
supplier mitigation under a V-shaped supply chain if and
only if π > max(π̄L , π̄H). To show that this occurs at higher
profit margins than in a diamond-shaped supply chain, it
thus suffices to show that max(π̄L , π̄H) ≥ π̄1 , π̄2.

If λ1 � λ2, then Lemma 3(ii) implies that max(π̄L , π̄H) ≥
π̄1 , π̄2 holds at K � 0, and Lemma 3(v) implies that π̄H , π̄L
will grow faster than π̄1 , π̄2, so that max(π̄L , π̄H) ≥ π̄1 , π̄2 will
continue to hold for any K ≥ 0, proving the result.

Proof of Corollary 4. Consider the case λ1 < λ2, and K � 0.
Recall that the manufacturer prefers to induce supplier mit-
igation under a V-shaped supply chain if and only if π >
max(π̄L , π̄H) (see the proof of Corollary 3). By Lemma 3(iii),
two cases can arise, depending on whether max(π̄L , π̄H) is
larger or smaller than π̄1. When π̄2 <max(π̄L , π̄H)< π̄1 holds,
the manufacturer prefers supplier mitigation (a) at the lowest
unit revenues when the tier 2 supplier 2 is shared, (b) at inter-
mediate unit revenues in a V-shaped supply chain, and (c) at
the highest unit revenues when tier 2 supplier 1 is shared.
When π̄2 < π̄1 < max(π̄L , π̄H) holds, the order of (b) and (c)
is flipped. Since these inequality hold strictly at K � 0, they
will continue to hold for sufficiently small K > 0, proving the
results for sufficiently severe disruptions.

We now show that λ1 < max(λ2
2 , Λ̄) implies max(π̄L , π̄H)

< π̄1. By Lemma 3(iii), we have that max(π̄L , π̄H) < π̄1 holds
if and only if cr < ¯̄cr . This condition holds trivially when

λ1 ≤ λ2
2, since ¯̄cr �∞. Thus, let us assume λ1 > λ

2
2, in which

case ¯̄cr ≡ cu +cu((λ1λ2(1−λ1)(1−λ2))/(λ1−λ2
2)). The equation

cr �
¯̄cr has two real solutions for λ1, of which the positive one

is exactly
Λ̄�

1
2

[√
( f − 1)2 + 4 f λ2

2 − f + 1
]
,

where f ≡ (cr − cu)/(cuλ2(1−λ2)). Therefore, since ∂ ¯̄cr/∂λ1 �

−(cuλ2(1−λ2)(λ2
1 +λ

2
2−2λ1λ

2
2))/(λ1−λ2

2)2 < 0, it can be read-
ily seen that cr < ¯̄cr for any λ1 < Λ̄. The same argument also
shows that λ1 >max(λ2

2 , Λ̄) implies max(π̄L , π̄H) > π̄1, which
completes the proof.

We note that a more general result is also possible, for any
value of K. In particular, note that having the order (i)–(iii), is
equivalent to having π̄2 ≤max(π̄L , π̄H) ≤ π̄1. By Lemma 3(vi),
we always have π̄2 ≤ π̄1 and π̄2 ≤ π̄1. Thus, it is necessary and
sufficient to have π̄L ≤ π̄1 and π̄H ≤ π̄1. By parts (vii) and (ix)
of Lemma 3, this is equivalent to

π̄L ≤ π̄1 ⇔ λ1 ≤
(2D −K)(D − 2K)

2(D −K)2 λ2 ,

π̄H ≤ π̄1 ⇔ λ1 ≤max
(
(2D −K)(D − 2K)

2(D −K)2 λ2
2 ,

¯̄Λ
)
,

where ¯̄Λ is the positive root of the equation cr � cu +

cu((2λ1λ2(1 − λ1)(1 − λ2)(D −K)(D − 2K))/(2λ1(D −K)2 −
λ2

2(2D −K)(D − 2K))) in λ1. The proof for the latter equiva-
lence follows a similar logic to the case K � 0, by arguing that
the positive root is always at most λ2 and that the right-hand
side of the equation is always decreasing in λ1. Full details
are omitted for space considerations.

Proof of Corollary 5. The behavior as a function π follows
immediately from Theorems 3 and 6. To see that the like-
lihood of using SM increases as K decreases, note from
Lemma 4 that ∂π̄H/∂K ≥ ∂π̄L, 1/∂K ≥ ∂π̄2/∂K ≥ 0; i.e., all the
supplier mitigation thresholds are increasing in K. More-
over, ∂c̄r/∂K ≤ 0, which implies that as K decreases, holding
all else constant, the “costly” reliable supplier threshold c̄r
grows. This means it is possible to transition from the costly
to the “cheap” case as K decreases, which further increases
the chance of employing SM. Finally, to see that the likeli-
hood of using SM increases as suppliers become more het-
erogeneous, note that, from Lemma 4, holding λ1λ2 constant,
∂c̄r/∂λ2 ≥ 0, ∂π̄L/∂λ2 � 0, and ∂π̄H/∂λ2 ≤ 0 if cr ≥ c̄r . Hence,
the SM thresholds in a V-shaped supply chain are (weakly)
decreasing in tier 2 heterogeneity, and moreover, the costly
reliable supplier threshold is increasing in tier 2 heterogene-
ity, confirming the result.

Proof of Corollary 6. (i) The result clearly holds for all D/2<
K <D. Hence, we need only show it for 0< K <D/2. First, we
note that in either a V- or diamond-shaped supply chain, per
Lemmas 1 and 2, the manufacturer chooses between struc-
tures 3 and 4. Hence, a sufficient condition for optimal man-
ufacturer profit in a V-shaped supply chain to strictly exceed
optimal profit in a diamond-shaped supply chain is for the
profit within each structure to be strictly greater in a V-shaped
supply chain. Manufacturer profit in structure 3 is strictly
greater in a V-shaped supply chain if

(π− cu)((1− λ1)D + λ12K) > (π− cu)((1− λ j)D + λ j K)
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for j � 1, 2. (Note that we assume the manufacturer does not
use inventory mitigation in a V-shaped supply chain; allow-
ing this option only increases the left-hand side of the above
inequality.) This inequality is strict for all K > 0. In structure 4,
manufacturer profit is greater in a V-shaped supply chain if

(π− cu)D−
cr − cu

λ2
(D−K)> (π− cu)D−

cr − cu

λ j

(
D− K

2

)
,

which always holds for j � 1, 2 and K > 0.
(ii) Note first that π̄2 ≤ π̄1, by Lemma 3(vi). From Theo-

rem 6 and Lemma 2, for π ≤ π̄2, the manufacturer’s profit
when the shared tier 2 supplier is j is given by (π − cu) ·
((1 − λ j)D + λ j K). Since λ1 ≤ λ2 and D ≥ K, we readily see
that the profit is larger when supplier 1 is shared. Similarly,
for π̄2 < π ≤ π̄1, the condition that profit is larger when sup-
plier 1 is shared is equivalent to

(π− cu)((1− λ1)D + λ1K) ≥ (π− cu)D −
cr − cu

λ2

(
D − K

2

)
⇔ π ≤ cu +

(cr − cu)(D −K/2)
λ1λ2(D −K) .

It can be readily checked that this threshold is always greater
than π̄2 and always smaller than π̄1, provided that λ1 ≤ λ2.
Finally, when π > π̄1, the profit when the shared tier 2 sup-
plier is j is given by (π − cu)D − ((cr − cu)/λ j)(D −K/2), so
that the configurationwhere supplier 2 is shared yields larger
profit, as λ2 ≥ λ1.

Proof of Theorem 7. From Theorems 3 and 6, there are five
cases:

(i) If π < π̄2, under any supply chain configuration, the
manufacturer will induce passive acceptance by its tier 1 sup-
pliers. This leaves all tier 1 suppliers with zero profit; hence
tier 1 suppliers are indifferent between tier 2 suppliers, and
any supply chain configuration is an equilibrium.

(ii) If π̄2 ≤ π <min(π̄n , π̄1), the manufacturer will induce
supplier mitigation only if the tier 1 suppliers share sup-
plier 2. Let ΠD

2 � ((cr − cu)/λ2)(D −K/2) − cu K/2− cr(D −K)
be a tier 1 supplier’s profit in a diamond-shaped supply
chain when supplier mitigation is induced and the unreli-
able supplier is tier 2 supplier 2, and themanufacturer orders
all product from that tier 1 supplier; the expected payoff is
thus ΠD

2 /2. Then the payoffs to the supply chain game are
(0, 0) in all configurations except for {2, 2}, where they are
(ΠD

2 /2,ΠD
2 /2). Consequently, there are two equilibria: either

both tier 1 suppliers select supplier 1 or both select supplier 2.
The former is a weak Nash equilibrium, since tier 1 suppli-
ers are indifferent between their actions, while the latter is a
strict Nash equilibrium.

(iii) If min(π̄n , π̄1) ≤ π < π̄1, the manufacturer will induce
supplier mitigation if the tier 1 suppliers share unreliable
the tier 2 supplier 2 or if they select different tier 1 suppli-
ers; otherwise, the manufacturer induces passive acceptance.
Let ΠV

2 � ((cr − cu)/λ2)(D −K) − cu K − cr(D − 2K) be a tier 1
supplier’s profit in a V-shaped supply chain when supplier
mitigation is induced. Thus, the payoffs to the supply chain
game are (0, 0) in {1, 1}, (ΠV

2 , 0) in {2, 1}, (0,ΠV
2 ) in {1, 2}, and

(ΠD
2 /2,ΠD

2 /2) in {2, 2}. Consequently, the unique Nash equi-
librium to this game is for both tier 1 suppliers to select the
dominated tier 2 supplier (supplier 2).

(iv) If min(π̄n , π̄1) ≤ π < π̄n , the manufacturer will induce
supplier mitigation in any diamond-shaped supply chain but
not in a V-shaped supply chain. Let ΠD

1 � ((cr − cu)/λ1) ·
(D −K/2) − cu K/2 − cr(D −K) be the tier 1 supplier’s profit
when engaged in supplier mitigation in a diamond-shaped
supply chain and sourcing from an unreliable tier 2 sup-
plier 1. Note that ΠD

1 ≥ ΠD
2 . Thus the payoffs to the sup-

ply chain game are (ΠD
1 /2,ΠD

1 /2) in {1, 1}, (0, 0) in {2, 1}
and {1, 2}, and (ΠD

2 /2,ΠD
2 /2) in {2, 2}. Consequently, either

diamond-shaped supply chain is an equilibrium. Clearly,
{1, 1} is payoff dominant; to see that {1, 1} is risk domi-
nant, note that risk dominance holds (Samuelson 1997) if
(0−ΠD

1 /2)(0−ΠD
1 /2) ≥ (0−ΠD

2 /2)(0−ΠD
2 /2), which holds for

any λ1 ≤ λ2.
(v) If π ≥max(π̄n , π̄1), the manufacturer will induce sup-

plier mitigation under all supply chain configurations. The
payoffs to the supply chain game are (ΠD

1 /2,ΠD
1 /2) in {1, 1},

(ΠV
2 , 0) in {2, 1}, (0,ΠV

2 ) in {1, 2}, and (ΠD
2 /2,ΠD

2 /2) in {2, 2}.
Here, there is a distinction between the cases, depending on
whether ΠD

1 /2 >ΠV
2 holds.

(v-a) If ΠD
1 /2 >ΠV

2 , there are two Nash equilibria to the
game: {1, 1} and {2, 2}. As in case (iv), {1, 1} is payoff domi-
nant; it is risk dominant if and only if (ΠV

2 −ΠD
1 /2)2 ≥ (ΠD

2 )2/4.
Both of these conditions are met if, all else being equal, λ2 is
sufficiently high relative to λ1.

(v-b) If ΠD
1 /2 < ΠV

2 , there is a unique Nash equilibrium
to the game: {2, 2}.

Proof of Corollary 7. From Theorem 7, a preference conflict
exists in every case except case (i). Thus, to show the result,
we show that case (i) is less likely in each instance. This imme-
diately follows for increases in π. For decreases in K, note that
π̄2 increases in K per part (iii) of Lemma 4, proving the result.
For increased heterogeneity, per part (iv) of Lemma 4, π̄2 is
decreasing in λ2, holding the product λ1λ2 constant, which
proves the result.

Proof of Theorem 8. (i) We show the result only for the case
of a V-shaped supply chain; the proof with a diamond-
shaped supply chain is similar and is omitted.With a contract
(p ,Q , f ), the profit of tier 1 supplier i sourcing from tier 2
supplier j is

Πi(q i
u ,q

i
r)

�λ j

[
(pi + f )min{q i

r +min{K,q i
u},Qi}−cr q i

r−cu min{K,q i
u}

]
+(1−λ j)

[
(pi + f )min{q i

u +q i
r ,Qi}−cu q i

u−cr q i
r

]
− f Qi .

The last term is a constant; the rest of the expression is identi-
cal to the (p ,Q) contract case with p replaced by p+ f . Hence,
the tier 1 supplier’s optimal sourcing strategy is

(q i
u , q

i
r)∗ �


(Qi , 0) if cu ≤ pi + f < cu +

cr − cu

λ j
,

(K,Qi −K) if pi + f ≥ cu +
cr − cu

λ j
.

In the latter case, tier 1 supplier profit reduces to Πi(q i
u , q

i
r)�

piQi − cr(Qi − K) − cu K. Consequently, the manufacturer has
two strategies: it can induce passive acceptance by a tier 1
supplier, by offering a contract price pi � cu and no penalty
( f � 0), or it can induce dual sourcing, by offering a con-
tract price plus penalty (pi + f ) equal to cu + (cr − cu)/λ j .
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To ensure participation of the tier 1 supplier, the manufac-
turer must also ensure nonnegative expected profit, mean-
ing pi ≥ cu + (1−K/Qi)(cr − cu). The optimal price is clearly
the lowest price that achieves this outcome, i.e., pi � cu +

(1− K/Qi)(cr − cu) < cu + (cr − cu)/λ j , with a fee equal to f �
((cr − cu)/λ j)(1− λ j(1−K/Q)), such that the sum of the price
and fee is cu + (cr − cu)/λ j and the tier 1 supplier earns zero
profit. This implies that inducing passive acceptance is iden-
tical to the (p ,Q) case, but inducing supplier mitigation is
less expensive for the manufacturer than in the (p ,Q) case.
Hence, manufacturer profit when employing either DS or
DS+ IM is unchanged, but profit when employing DS+ SM
is increased; hence the manufacturer pursues supplier miti-
gation at lower unit revenues than with (p ,Q) contracts but
otherwise follows an identical strategy.

(ii) Because the manufacturer leaves the tier 1 suppliers
with zero expected profit in any structure, the result follows.

Appendix B. Supporting Results
Lemma 1. In a V-shaped supply chain, we have the following:

(i) In structure 1, the optimal contract is {(cu ,D), (cu , 0)}, and
the optimal expected profit is ΠM � (π− cu)((1− λ1)D + λ1K).

(ii) In structure 2, the optimal contract is {(cu , 0), (cu +

(cr − cu)/λ2 ,D)}, and the optimal expected profit is ΠM �

(π− cu − (cr − cu)/λ2)D.
(iii-a) In structure 3, if K ≥ D/2, the optimal contracts are

{(cu , θD), (cu , (1 − θ)D)} for any θ ∈ [0, 1] such that neither
quantity exceeds K, and the optimal expected profit is ΠM �

(π− cu)D.
(iii-b) In structure 3, if K <D/2 and if π < cu/λ1, the optimal

contracts are {(cu ,D −K), (cu ,K)}, and the optimal expected profit
is ΠM � (π− cu)((1− λ1)D + λ12K).

(iii-c) In structure 3, if K < D/2 and if π > cu/λ1, the
optimal contract is {(cu ,D −K), (cu ,D −K)}, and the optimal
expected profit is ΠM � (1− λ1λ2)(π− cu)D + λ1λ2(π− cu)2K −
(1− λ1)(1− λ2)cu(D − 2K).

(iv) In structure 4, the optimal contract is {(cu ,K), (cu +

(cr − cu)/λ2 ,D −K)}, and the optimal expected profit is ΠM �

(π− cu)D − ((cr − cu)/λ2)(D −K).
(v) In structure 5, the optimal contracts are {(cu + (cr − cu)/

λ1 , 0), (cu + (cr − cu)/λ2 ,D)}, and the optimal expected profit is
ΠM � (π− cu − (cr − cu)/λ2)D.

Proof of Lemma 1. Parts (i), (ii), (iv), and (v) follow imme-
diately from Theorem 1 and Equation (2). For part (iii-a),
structure 3 is induced by offering a price cu to both tier 1 sup-
pliers, implying that in Equation (2), f1 � (1−λ1)(1−λ2), f2 �

λ1(1−λ2), f3 � (1−λ1)λ2, and f4 �λ1λ2. Two observations can
be made to simplify Equation (2): at optimality, QA+QB ≥ D,
and Qi + K ≤ D for i � A,B. Furthermore, observe that if
K >D/2, the manufacturer can simply source D/2 from each
tier 1 supplier and fully eliminate disruption risk. More gen-
erally, any sourcing strategy inwhich QA�θD, QB� (1−θ)D,
for some θ ∈ [0, 1], and in which neither quantity exceeds K,
results in profit equal to (π − cu)D. If, on the other hand,
K < D/2, it is clearly optimal for the manufacturer to source
at least K from each supplier (because this is the “risk-free”
quantity that each supplier delivers for certain), resulting in
expected profit

ΠM({(cu ,QA), (cu ,QB)})
� λ1λ2(π− cu)2K + λ1(1− λ2)(π− cu)(K +QB)

+ λ2(1− λ1)(π− cu)(K +QA)
+ (1− λ1)(1− λ2)(πD − cu(QA +QB)).

It can be checked that ∂ΠM/∂Qi � (1 − λi)(λ−iπ − cu) for
i � A,B. Hence, if λiπ > cu , i � 1, 2, the manufacturer will
source as much as possible from each supplier, satisfying the
constraints QA + QB ≥ D, K ≤ QA, K ≤ QB, D −K ≥ QA, and
D −K ≥ QB. This implies Q∗A � Q∗B � D −K, resulting in the
optimal expected profit given in part (iii-c) the lemma. Con-
versely, if cu/λ2 < π < cu/λ1, the manufacturer will source
as much as possible from supplier A and as little as possible
from supplier B, resulting in Q∗A � D −K, Q∗B � K. Finally, if
cu/λ2 > π, the manufacturer wants to source as little as pos-
sible while satisfying all the constraints. This implies Q∗A �

D −K, Q∗B � K.

Lemma 2. In a diamond-shaped supply chain with shared unreli-
able tier 2 supplier j ∈ {1, 2}, we have the following:

(i) In structure 1, the optimal contract is {(cu ,D), (cu , 0)} or
{(cu , 0), (cu ,D)}, and the optimal expected profit isΠM � (π− cu) ·
((1− λ j)D + λ j K).

(ii) In structure 2, the optimal contract is {(cu , 0), (cu +

(cr − cu)/λ j ,D)} or {(cu + (cr − cu)/λ j ,D), (cu , 0)}, and the opti-
mal expected profit is ΠM � (π− cu − (cr − cu)/λ j)D.

(iii) In structure 3, if D ≤ K, the optimal contracts are
{(cu , θD), (cu , (1 − θ)D)} for any θ ∈ [0, 1], and the optimal
expected profit is ΠM � (π− cu)D. If D > K, the optimal contracts
are {(cu , θD), (cu , (1− θ)D)} for any θ ∈ [0, 1], and the optimal
expected profit is ΠM � (π− cu)((1− λ j)D + λ j K).

(iv) In structure 4, the optimal contracts are {(cu +(cr−cu)/λ j ,
D−K/2), (cu ,K/2)} or {(cu ,K/2),(cu + (cr − cu)/λ j ,D−K/2)},
and the optimal expected profit is ΠM �(π−cu)D−((cr−cu)/λ j) ·
(D−K/2).

(v) In structure 5, the optimal contract is {(cu , 0), (cu +

(cr − cu)/λ j ,D)} or {(cu + (cr − cu)/λ j ,D), (cu , 0)}, and the opti-
mal expected profit is ΠM � (π− cu − (cr − cu)/λ j)D.

Proof of Lemma 2. Parts (i), (ii), and (v) follow immediately.
For part (iii), in structure 3, there are two cases. If D ≤ K, the
manufacturer can achieve risk-free sourcing by splitting his
order between the two tier 1 suppliers in anyway. Conversely,
if D > K, under the uniform allocation rule the manufacturer
can divide its sourcing quantities between tier 1 suppliers in
any way and achieve expected profit

ΠM (
{(cu ,QA), (cu ,QB)}

)
�λ j(π− cu)K+ (1−λ j)(πmin(D ,QA+QB)− cu(QA+QB)).

In that case, any QA + QB � D is optimal, and manufacturer
profit is as given in the lemma. Forpart (iv), under theuniform
allocation rule, to induce supplier A to source from the reli-
able tier 2 supplier, themanufacturermust allocateat leastK/2
units of inventory to supplier A (see Theorem 4). If the man-
ufacturer allocates such that Qi ≥ K/2 for i � A,B, then sup-
plierAwill sourceK/2units fromtheunreliable tier 2 supplier
andQA−K/2 from the reliable tier 2 supplier,while supplierB
will source QB from the unreliable tier 2 supplier (see Theo-
rem 4). Themanufacturer’s profit will be

ΠM
� λ j(π− cu)Ks + (1− λ j)

(
πmin{D ,QA +QB} − cuQB

)
−

(
cu +

cr − cu

λ j

)
QA.
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It is straightforward to see that ∂ΠM/∂QB < 0, and QA +

QB ≤ D at optimality, suggesting the solution QA � D −K/2,
QB �K/2. Conversely, if the manufacturer allocates QB < K/2,
profit will be

ΠM
� πD − cuQB −

(
cu +

cr − cu

λ j

)
(D −QB).

Since cu < cu + (cr − cu)/λ j , the optimal allocation is clearly
QB � K/2, leading to the optimal contracts and profits as
stated in the lemma.

Lemma 3. The following identities hold for the thresholds c̄r ,
π̄L , π̄H , π̄1, and π̄2:

(i) The following are equivalent: cu/λ1 > π̄L⇔ cu/λ1 > π̄H⇔
π̄L > π̄H⇔ cr < c̄r .

(ii) If K � 0 and λ1 � λ2, then π̄1 � π̄2 � π̄L .
(iii) If K � 0 and λ1 < λ2, then
(iii-a) π̄H < π̄2 < π̄L < π̄1 if cr < cu + cuλ2(1− λ2),
(iii-b) π̄2 < π̄H < π̄L < π̄1 if cu + cuλ2(1− λ2) < cr < c̄r ,
(iii-c) π̄2 < π̄L < π̄H < π̄1 if c̄r < cr < ¯̄cr , and
(iii-d) π̄2 < π̄L < π̄1 < π̄H if ¯̄cr < cr ,

where

¯̄cr �


cu + cu

λ1λ2(1− λ1)(1− λ2)
λ1 − λ2

2
if λ1 > λ

2
2 ,

∞ otherwise.

(iv) In the limit as K↗D/2, π̄2 ≤ π̄1 ≤ π̄L , π̄H .
(v) If λ2 ≤ 2λ1, 0≤ dπ̄2/dK ≤ dπ̄1/dK ≤ dπ̄L/dK ≤ dπ̄H/dK.
(vi) Both π̄2 ≤ π̄1 and π̄2 ≤ π̄L .
(vii) The inequality π̄L ≤ π̄1 holds if and only if λ1 ≤ ((2D −K)

(D − 2K)/(2(D −K)2))λ2.
(viii) The inequality π̄H ≤ π̄2 holds if and only if cr ≤

cu + cu((2λ2(1 − λ1)(1 − λ2)(D − 2K)(D −K))/(2(D −K)2 − λ1
(D − 2K)(2D −K))).

(ix) The inequality π̄H > π̄1 holds if and only if λ1 >
((2D−K)(D − 2K))/(2(D−K)2)λ2

2 and cr > cu + cu((2λ1λ2 ·
(1−λ1)(1−λ2)(D−K)(D−2K))/(2λ1(D−K)2 − λ2

2(2D−K) ·
(D−2K))).

Proof of Lemma 3. Part (i) follows by showing that each con-
dition is exactly equivalent to cr < c̄r . To prove (ii) and (iii),
note first that when K � 0, the thresholds become π̄L � cu +

(cr − cu)/(λ1λ2), π̄H � (cr − cu)/(λ1λ
2
2)−(1−λ1−λ2)cu/(λ1λ2),

π̄1 � cu + ((cr − cu)/λ2
1), and π̄2 � cu + ((cr − cu)/λ2

2). Thus,
π̄1 � π̄2 � π̄L if λ1 � λ2, proving (ii). To prove (iii), note first
that λ1 < λ2 implies π̄2 < π̄L < π̄1. Furthermore, π̄H < π̄2 is
equivalent to

cr − cu

λ1λ
2
2
− (1− λ1 − λ2)cu

λ1λ2
< cu +

cr − cu

λ2
2

⇔ cr < cu + λ2(1− λ2)cu .

The latter threshold is always smaller than c̄r ≡ cu + λ2 ·
(1−λ1)cu , since λ1 < λ2. Therefore, since π̄H < π̄L⇔ cr < c̄r , by
part (i), we immediately obtain the results in (ii-a) and (ii-b).

Finally, note that π̄H < π̄1 is equivalent to

cr − cu

λ1λ
2
2
− (1− λ1 − λ2)cu

λ1λ2
< cu +

cr − cu

λ2
1

⇔ (cr − cu)(λ1 − λ2
2) ≤ cuλ1λ2(1− λ1)(1− λ2),

which reduces to cr < ¯̄cr . Since ¯̄cr ≥ c̄r always holds, this yields
the results in (ii-c) and (ii-d).

To prove (iv), observe that as K↘ D/2, π̄L and π̄H go to
infinity, whereas π̄1 and π̄2 remain finite, immediately lead-
ing to the result.

To prove (v), by differentiating each threshold with
respect to K, we have dπ̄1/dK � ((cr − cu)/λ2

1)(D/2(D −K)2),
dπ̄2/dK � ((cr − cu)/λ2

2)(D/2(D −K)2), dπ̄L/dK � ((cr − cu)/
λ1λ2)(D/(D − 2K)2), and dπ̄H/dK � ((cr − cu)/λ1λ

2
2) ·

(D/(D − 2K)2). It follows that dπ̄2/dK ≤ dπ̄1/dK
and dπ̄L/dK ≤ dπ̄H/dK. Observe that D/(D − 2K)2 >
D/(2(D −K)2) and (d/dK)(D/(D − 2K)2 −D/(2(D −K)2)) > 0.
Hence, a sufficient condition for dπ̄1/dK ≤ dπ̄L/dK is if this
inequality holds when K � 0. In that case, the derivatives
are dπ̄1/dK � ((cr − cu)/λ2

1)(1/(2D)) and dπ̄L/dK � ((cr − cu)/
(λ1λ2))(1/D). The inequality holds if λ2 ≤ 2λ1.

To see (vi), note first that π̄2 ≤ π̄1 always holds when
λ1 ≤ λ2. Also, π̄2 ≤ π̄L is equivalent to

cu +
cr − cu

λ2
2

D −K/2
D −K

≤ cu +
cr − cu

λ1λ2

D −K
D − 2K

⇔ λ1(2D −K)(D − 2K) ≤ 2λ2(D −K)2 ,

which always holds when λ1 ≤ λ2.
Inequality (vii) follows since π̄L ≤ π̄1 is equivalent to

cu +
cr − cu

λ1λ2

D −K
D − 2K

≤ cu +
cr − cu

λ2
1

D −K/2
D −K

⇔ 2(D −K)2λ1 ≤ (2D −K)(D − 2K)λ2.

To prove (viii), note that π̄H ≤ π̄2 is equivalent to

cr − cu

λ1λ
2
2

D−K
D−2K

− cu
1−λ1−λ2

λ1λ2
≤ cu +

cr − cu

λ2
2

D−K/2
D−K

⇔ (cr − cu)
[

D−K
D−2K

− λ1(2D−K)
2(D−K)

]
≤ cuλ2(1−λ1)(1−λ2).

Since the terms in parentheses multiplying cr − cu on the left
are always positive, this yields the desired inequality.

Finally, to prove (ix), note that π̄H > π̄1 is equivalent to

cr − cu

λ1λ
2
2

D−K
D−2K

− cu
1−λ1−λ2

λ1λ2
> cu +

cr − cu

λ2
1

D−K/2
D−K

⇔ (cr − cu)
[

D−K
(D−2K)λ2

− λ2(2D−K)
2(D−K)λ1

]
> cu(1−λ1)(1−λ2).

For this to hold, the terms in parentheses multiplying cr − cu
must be positive, yielding the desired result.

Lemma 4. The following identities hold for the thresholds c̄r ,
π̄L , π̄H , π̄1, π̄2:

(i) ∂c̄r/∂λ1 ≤ 0, ∂π̄L/∂λ1 ≤ 0, ∂π̄1/∂λ1 ≤ 0, ∂π̄2/∂λ1 � 0.
Also, ∂π̄H/∂λ1 ≤ 0 if cr ≥ c̄r .

(ii) ∂c̄r/∂λ2 ≥ 0, ∂π̄L/∂λ2 ≤ 0, ∂π̄1/∂λ1 � 0, ∂π̄2/∂λ2 ≤ 0.
Also, ∂π̄H/∂λ2 ≤ 0 if cr ≥ c̄r .

(iii) ∂π̄H/∂K ≥ ∂π̄L, 1/∂K ≥ ∂π̄2/∂K ≥ 0 ≥ ∂c̄r/∂K. Also,
∂π̄L/∂K ≥ ∂π̄1/∂K if and only if λ1 ≥ ((D − 2K)2/2(D −K)2)λ2.

(iv) Assume the product λ1λ2 is held constant. Then,
∂c̄r/∂λ2 ≥ 0, ∂π̄L/∂λ2 � 0, ∂π̄1/∂λ2 ≥ 0, ∂π̄2/∂λ2 ≤ 0, and
∂π̄H/∂λ2 ≤ 0 if cr ≥ c̄r .
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Proof of Lemma 4. (i) It can be readily checked that

∂c̄r

∂λ1
�− cu(D − 2K)λ2

D −K
≤ 0;

∂π̄L

∂λ1
�−(cr − cu)(D −K)
(D − 2K)λ2

1λ2
≤ 0;

∂π̄1

∂λ1
�
−2(cr − cu)(D −K/2)

λ3
1(D −K)

≤ 0,

and π2 does not depend on λ1, so ∂π̄2/∂λ1 � 0. Finally,
∂π̄H/∂λ1 ≤ 0 is equivalent to cr ≥ cu + cu((λ2(1−λ2)(D − 2K))/
(D −K)). Since the latter threshold is smaller than c̄r ≡ cu +

cu((λ2(1− λ1)(D − 2K))/(D −K)), the last result follows.
(ii) Similarly, one can check that

∂c̄r

∂λ2
�

cu(D−2K)(1−λ1)
D−K

≥ 0;
∂π̄L

∂λ2
�−(cr − cu)(D−K)
(D−2K)λ1λ

2
2
≤ 0;

∂π̄2

∂λ2
�
−2(cr − cu)(D−K/2)

λ3
2(D−K)

≤ 0,

and π1 does not depend on λ2, so ∂π̄1/∂λ2 � 0. Finally,
∂π̄H/∂λ2 ≤ 0 is equivalent to cr ≥ cu + cu((λ2(1−λ1)(D − 2K))/
2(D −K)). Since the latter threshold is smaller than c̄r , the last
result follows.

(iii) By taking derivatives with respect to K, we have

∂c̄r

∂K
�− cu D(1−λ1)λ2

(D−K)2 ≤ 0;
∂π̄L

∂K
�
(cr − cu)D
(D−2K)2λ1λ2

≥ 0;

∂π̄H

∂K
�
(cr − cu)D
(D−2K)2λ1λ

2
2
≥ 0;

∂π̄ j

∂K
�
(cr − cu)D

2(D−K)2λ2
j

≥ 0, j �1,2.

It can be readily checked that ∂π̄H/∂K ≥ ∂π̄L, 1/∂K ≥ ∂π̄2/∂K,
and the inequality between ∂π̄L/∂K and ∂π̄1/∂K follows.

(iv) Assume λ1λ2 ≡A is constant. Then,

∂c̄r

∂λ2
�

cu(D − 2K)
D −K

≥ 0;
∂π̄L

∂λ2
� 0;

∂π̄1

∂λ2
�
(cr − cu)(2D −K)λ2

A2(D −K) ≥ 0;

∂π̄2

∂λ2
�−(cr − cu)(2D −K)λ2

(D −K)λ3
2

≤ 0;

∂π̄H

∂λ2
�− 1

A

[
(cr − cu)(D −K)
(D − 2K)λ2

2
+

Acu

λ2
2
− cu

]
.

Thus, ∂π̄H/∂λ2 ≤ 0 is equivalent to cr ≥ cu + cu(D − 2K) ·
(λ2

2 −A)/(D −K). Since λ2
2 −A ≡ λ2(λ2 − λ1) ≤ λ2(1− λ1), the

latter threshold is smaller than c̄r , so that ∂π̄H/∂λ2 ≤ 0 if
cr ≥ c̄r .

Endnotes
1Since the reliable tier 2 suppliers are perfectly reliable, it is irrelevant
whether they are shared between the tier 1 suppliers, and the key
differentiating feature is whether the unreliable tier 2 suppliers are
shared; hence, in the figure, we suppress the reliable tier 2 supplier
of each tier 1 supplier.
2Assuming deterministic demand allows us to focus solely on the
element of primary interest: the role of the supply network struc-
ture in determining sourcing and contracting decisions. In addition,
incorporating stochastic demands significantly increasesmodel com-
plexity (see, e.g., Tomlin 2006).
3 In fact, when pi � cu + (cr − cu)/λ j , the tier 1 supplier is indiffer-
ent between single sourcing from the unreliable supplier and dual
sourcing from both suppliers; in this boundary case, any convex
combination of the two strategies is equivalent. Throughout the

paper, for expositional convenience, we will assume that when in
any such boundary case, the sourcing strategy with the maximum
amount of inventory from the reliable supplier—the “safest” sourc-
ing strategy—is chosen. The manufacturer clearly prefers this out-
come to a passive acceptance strategy, and indeed, this outcome
could be achieved if the manufacturer merely raises the price an
infinitesimal amount above cu + (cr − cu)/λ j .
4Note that we assume the unreliable tier 2 supplier, when disrupted,
has capacity K, which is the same as the disrupted capacity of each
unreliable supplier in the V-shaped supply chain. In practice, this
may ormay not be the case. For example, if the diamond-shaped sup-
ply chain arises from consolidation of unreliable tier 2 suppliers, we
might expect that the total capacity (and hence the disrupted capac-
ity) of the shared unreliable tier 2 supplier in a diamond-shaped
supply chain is larger than that of each independent unreliable tier 2
supplier in a V-shaped supply chain. Our key results extend to the
case of arbitrary disrupted capacity in the diamond-shaped supply
chain, provided that capacity is no more than 2K.
5 If disruption can occur in tier 1, direct manufacturer mitigation—
including dual sourcing and inventory mitigation—will likely have
some value. Nevertheless, the qualitative impact of increased over-
lap in tier 2 reducing the value of manufacturer mitigation should
remain even if disruption can occur in tier 1.
6A key determinant of this is the relationship between the various
thresholds that determine themanufacturer’s optimal sourcing strat-
egy in the two configurations. Lemmas 3 and 4 in the appendix
derive several properties of these thresholds; in what follows, we
discuss the implications of these results in a series of corollaries and
examples.
7Note that λ1 < λ

2
2, so for sufficiently severe disruptions (K small

enough), the ordering described in Corollary 4 holds.
8Throughout the paper, we define “more heterogeneous tier 2 sup-
pliers” to mean the case when λ1 decreases and λ2 increases while
their product, λ1λ2, remains constant. This has an appealing inter-
pretation in our model because it means the probability of a simul-
taneous disruption at both tier 2 suppliers is unchanged, but the
individual suppliers have increasingly different probabilities of dis-
ruption as λ1 and λ2 move away from one another. We numeri-
cally investigated other definitions of “more heterogeneous,” such
as increasing λ2 while holding λ1 constant and decreasing λ1 and
increasing λ2 while holding their sum constant, and we found simi-
lar qualitative insights.
9 If disrupted capacity is nonzero, this preference is strict; in the spe-
cial case where disrupted capacity is equal to zero, the manufacturer
may achieve equal profit in the V-shaped and diamond-shaped sup-
ply chains at some unit revenues but would still always weakly prefer
the V-shaped supply chain.
10We restrict tier 1 suppliers to selecting exactly one unreliable sup-
plier to keep the model parsimonious and consistent with our pre-
ceding analysis. Note that, to make positive profit, a tier 1 supplier
should always select at least one unreliable supplier. While the cost
of qualification and vetting makes it reasonable to assume that at
most one unreliable supplier is selected in most cases, our numer-
ical experiments suggest that allowing two or more does not sub-
stantially impact our qualitative results (from the manufacturer’s
perspective, it would still generate a fixed—but considerably more
complex—disruption profile in tier 2, hence only significantly com-
plicating the analysis of the optimal sourcing decisions in the various
tiers).
11 Indeed, even when π < π̄2, a preference conflict can arise, as
diamond-shaped supply chains are equilibria to the supply chain
game (although the V-shaped configurations are also equilibria in
this case). In addition, while we do not explicitly model asymmet-
ric information, if tier 1 suppliers have some uncertainty about the
manufacturer’s unit revenues expressed, e.g., as a prior distribution
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on π, if this distribution has any mass placed above the threshold π̄2,
the suppliers would strictly prefer a diamond-shaped supply chain.
Thus, the selection of a diamond-shaped supply chain seems plausi-
ble in practice.
12Lemma 4 also provides a full characterization of how each thresh-
old, and hence each equilibrium region in Theorem 7, changes as a
function of disrupted capacity and the probability of disruptions.
13 It is also straightforward to show that with the optimal penalty
contracts, the manufacturer makes the same sourcing choices as a
centralized system (i.e., a system in which the manufacturer sources
directly from tier 2). For a discussion of this issue, please see the
supplemental appendix of the paper.
14For instance, the result that increased overlap in tier 2 leads the
manufacturer to favor supplier mitigation more and direct manufac-
turer mitigation less.
15 Indeed, while we showed this result analytically for heterogeneity
in tier 2 disruption risk, in the supplemental appendix we numer-
ically demonstrate that it—and our other key results—continues to
qualitatively holdwhen unreliable tier 2 suppliers are heterogeneous
in both cost and risk.
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